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ABSTRACT.   In this paper, we prove the torus theorem and that mani-

folds in a certain class of 3-manifoIds with toral boundary are determined by

their fundamental groups alone.  Both of these results were reported by F.

Waldhausen. We also give an extension of Waldhausen's generalization of the

loop theorem.

I. Introduction. The primary purpose of this paper is to prove the "Torus

Theorem" reported by F. Waldhausen in [17]. This theorem relates the existence

of essential maps of tori into a 3-manifold M and essential embeddings of tori or

annuli into M.  The reader should note that the manifold M is required to be

bounded and irreducible. Originally the author thought that the torus theorem

would also hold if one assumed that M was "sufficiently large" but not necessarily

bounded. Unfortunately this is not true as is shown by an example communi-

cated to the author by W. Jaco. Jaco obtained his example by surgery on the

space of a torus knot of genus greater than two.

The results of this paper also follow from theorems proved independently

by Johanssen and by Jaco and Shalen which classify the boundary preserving maps

of a torus or annulus into a sufficiently large 3-manifold, up to boundary preserv-

ing homotopy.

We obtain as corollaries to the "torus theorem" partial answers to questions

of Neuwirth (question T in [8] ) and Papakyriakopoulos (question 3 in [9] ). The

"torus theorem" also relates to a question of R. H. Fox (problem 4 in [7] ). In

the general case a negative answer to Fox's question has been given in [4] and [13].

We also obtain a result that shows that a certain class of 3-manifolds with

toral boundaries are determined by their fundamental groups alone.

In order to establish the "torus theorem", we first prove supporting theo-

rems that have some interest in their own right.

Firstly we give an extension of the "annulus theorem" reported by
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Waldhausen in [17] and proved in [6]. We also give an extension of Waldhausen's

"generalized loop theorem" [14].

The author acknowledges his indebtedness to F. Waldhausen who announced

results in [17] that suggested the direction of this paper.

II. Notation.  Throughout this paper all spaces are simplicial complexes

and all maps are piecewise linear. We use regular neighborhood to mean second

regular neighborhood.  The closure of a set X C Y is denoted by d(X). All mani-

folds are compact and orientable unless they arise in a proof or we admit they

are nonorientable. We denote the boundary of a manifold M by dM and M - dM

by int(M). A manifold N is properly embedded in a manifold M iî N (1 dM = dN.

If X and Y are connected spaces, the natural map from nx(X) into nx(Y) induced

by inclusion is denoted by irx(X) —► itx(Y). A two-sided connected surface F

properly embedded in a 3-manifold M is incompressible (in M) if nx(F) —► nx(M)

is monic.  It is a well-known corollary to the loop theorem [12] that Fis incom-

pressible in M if and only if, for each disk V embedded in M such that V O F =

dV, dV is nullhomotopic on F.  A surface embedded in M is incompressible in M

if each of its components is incompressible.

Throughout this paper A will denote an annulus and cx and c2 the compo-

nents of bA. An arc properly embedded in A whose complement is simply con-

nected is a spanning arc oí A. We denote one such arc on A by a.  Let F be a

surface embedded in the manifold M.   A map /: (A, dA) —► (M, F) is F-essential

if

(1) /„: itx(A) —*■ nx(M) is monic.

(2) The arc /(a) is not homotopic rel its endpoints to an arc on F.

If F = dM, we say that / is essential.  The reader should observe that the

definition of F-essential is independent of the choice of a.

Throughout this paper T will denote a 2-dimensional torus and V will denote

a 2-dimensional disk.  Let M he a 3-manifold and /: T —>M a map. Then /is

essential if

(1) /*: TTiCO —* itx{M) is monic.

(2) There is an element a Enx{T) such that f*(o) has a representative loop

not freely homotopic to a loop in dM.

We define an essential map of a Klein bottle in the same way. We shall say

that/is S-essential if/is essential and for each a^l€ itx{T), f*(o) has a rep-

resentative not freely homotopic to a loop in dM.   If/: T —> M is an essential

map that is not S-essential, we say that / is W-essential.

Let Fj and F2 be disjoint surfaces properly embedded in a 3-manifold

M.  Then Fx is parallel to F2 if there is an embedding g: Fx x [0, 1] —*■ M such

that

(1) g{Fx x {0}) = ^.
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(2) g(Fx  x {1})=F2.

(3) g(oFx x [0, 1])C3M

Let /: X —► Y he a map. Then we denote cl {x E X: f~ ij\x) ¥= {x}} by

S(f). We use the terms hierarchy and boundary incompressible as they are defined

in [15] and [16]. We shall denote the Euler characteristic of a surface F by

X(F).  Let M he a 3-manifold with incompressible boundary.  Let F be a two-

sided, connected surface properly embedded in M. We shall say that F is good

(with respect to M) if

(1) F is incompressible.

(2) F is boundary incompressible.

(3) F does not separate M.

(4) A two-sided surface Fx properly embedded in M and satisfying proper-

ties (1), (2) and (3) above cannot be found so that x(F"x) > X(F)-

(5) A two-sided surface Fx properly embedded in M and satisfying proper-

ties (1), (2), (3) and (4) above cannot be found so that genus(Fj) < genus(F).

Let /: T —*• Mx be an essential map.  Let M¡, F¡ C M¡, U(Fj) fot / = 1,

. . . , n he a hierarchy for Mx. We suppose that

(1) Fj is a disk if oMj is compressible for / = 1.«.

(2) Fj is an essential annulus if 3M;- is incompressible and Mj admits an

essential embedding of an annulus for/= 1,. . . , n.

(3) Fj is a good surface otherwise.

We assume that if there is a map fx homotopic to / and a surface F'x satisfying

(l)-(3) above such that fx(T) O F'x is empty, Fx has been chosen to be such a

surface. More generally if there is a map fx homotopic to /such that fx(T) C Mj

and surface Fj in M¡ satisfying (l)-(3) above such that fx(T) D Fj is empty, Fj

is such a surface for / = 1, . . . , n.

We shall say that a hierarchy having the properties above is special with

respect to f.

Let Mx he an orientable 3-manifold and F a two-sided connected surface

properly embedded in Mx. Then the manifold M2 obtained by splitting Mx along

F has by definition the property: ô~M2 contains surfaces Fx and F2 which are

copies of F, and identifying Fx and F2 gives a projection P: (M2, Fx U F2) —*■

(Mx, F).
We say that a map f: A —► M is transverse with respect to a surface F

properly embedded in M if for each x Gf~l(F)

(1) f~lf(x) contains at most two points.

(2) Let R j be a regular neighborhood of F.

Let R2 be a regular neighborhood of x G.A. Then R2 -f~1(F) has two com-

ponents and/carries these components to distinct components of Rx - F.

Let F be a surface properly embedded in a 3-manifold M.  Let Fx and F2
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be disjoint surfaces embedded in M so that

Ff n (F U dM) = ÔF)   for / = 1, 2.

We say that Fx and F2 are parallel rel F if the surfaces in P~X(FX U F2) are

parallel in the manifold obtained by splitting M along F.

Let K be a knot in S3. Let AÍ be the complement of the interior of a

regular neighborhood of K in 53. Then we shall say that M is the toîoi space of K-

III. F-essential annuli. In this section we relate the existence of F-essential

maps and F-essential embeddings.

Lemma 3.1.   Let F be an incompressible, boundary incompressible surface

properly embedded in the 3-manifoldM. Let/: V—+Mbe a map such that

f~x(F) is an arc ß in dV andf~x(dM) = dV - int(/J).  Then there exists a map

f':V->Msuchthatf'\ß = f\ß,f'{V)CFandf'{dV-ß)CdM.

Proof.  This lemma is a weakened form of Lemma (1.7) in [16] and its

proof follows immediately from the proof of (1) in that lemma.

Proposition 3.2.   Let M be a 3-manifold and F an incompressible surface

in M. Let ir2(M) = 0 and f: (A, dA) —+{M,F)a map such that /*: irx(A) —*■

irx{M) is monic.  Then fis F-essential if and only if it is not homotopic rel dA to

a map into F.

Proof.  Clearly if/is homotopic to a map into F, /is not F-essential.

Suppose / is not F-essential. Then there is a homotopy of /1 a rel 3a to a map

into F.  Thus we may assume that f(a) lies on F. If we split A along a, we obtain

a disk V and / induces a map fx : (P, 9Í7) —»■ (M, F). It can be seen that if fx is

homotopic rel dV to a map into F, / is homotopic rel dA to a map into F.  Since

F is incompressible, fx(dV) is inessential on F.  Thus there is a map /2 : V —► F

such that f2\dV=fx\ dV. Since v2(M) = 0, /2 is homotopic to fx rel dV. This

completes the proof of Proposition 3.2.

Theorem 1. Let M be a 3-manifold and F C dM an incompressible surface

in M. Let f: {A, dA) —*■ {M, F) be an F-essential map such that f \ dA is an em-

bedding.   Then there is an F-essential embedding g: {A, dA) —*■ {M, F) such that

f{dA)=g{dA).

Proof.  Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1' in [6].

Theorem 2. Let M be a 3-manifold and F a surface embedded in dM such

that itx{F) —► irx{M) is monic. Let f: {A, dA) —■*■ {M, F) be an F-essential map.

Then there is an F-essential embedding g: {A, dA) —*■ {M, F). Furthermore if

fic\) ^flPt) 's empty we may assume that g{cj) lies in any prespecified neighbor-

hood of fic¡) for j = 1,2.
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Proof. One uses the proof of Theorem 2 or Theorem 3 in [6] to obtain

an F-essential map fx : (A, o A) —» (M, F) such that fx\oA is a homeomorphism.

Theorem 2 can now seem to be a consequence of Theorem 1.

rV. A generalization of the loop theorem. In this section we concern our-

selves with replacing a map /: (A, dA) —► (M, F) by an embedding g: (A, bA) —►

(M, F) so that the class of the loop g(cx) preserves a certain property of the loop

j\cx). In particular if F is an incompressible surface in bM and f(cx) is not freely

homotopic to a loop in dF, we will show that we may suppose that g may be

chosen so that g(cx) is not freely homotopic to that loop in bM as long as f(cx)

n f(c2) is empty. In case the component Fx of F on which f(cx) lies is planar

and x(^i) = -l» Theorem 3 shows that g may be chosen so that g(cx) is freely

homotopic to any prespecified component of bFx.

In Theorem 3 below we are interested only in the conjugacy class of

[f(cx)\, tx, . . . , Tn so we need not concern ourselves with a basepoint for itx(F).

Theorem 3. Let F be an incompressible bounded surface embedded in dM.

Let tx, . . . ,t„ be elements in nx(F) with the following properties:

(1) t, ¥= ok for all o e nx(F), k ± ±1, and i = 1,. . . , n.

(2) oxijjox~1o2t"o2 * ¥= o^oj1 for all integers i, j, k, u, v, and w and

all elements ox,o2,o3€ itx(F) such that 1 < i, j, k<n, ox =£ o2, and u, v, and

w nonzero.

(3) 7f t" =£ ot™o~l where oEirx(F) unless i = / = k, o = 1, and u + v =

w where u, v, and w are not equal to zero.

Let f: (A, bA) —* (M, dM) be a map such that

(1) /*: iti(A) —*■ itx(M) is monk.

(2) j\cx)CF.

(3) f(cx)nfic2) is empty.

(4) [/fci )] is not conjugate to a power of t¡ for 1 </'<«.

Then we can find an embedding g: {A, bA) —*■ (M, bM) such that

(1) g*: Ti(<4) ~~+ TiiM) is monic.

(2) g(cj) lies in any prespecified neighborhood off(cj)forj =1,2.

(3) \g(cx)] is not conjugate to a power ofT¡ for i = 1, ... , n.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 3 varies very little from the standard one

involving a tower of 2-sheeted coverings. Suppose that fm: (A, bA)—*(Mm, bMm)

is a map such that fm *(irx(A)) is not contained in any subgroup of index two of

itx(Mm), q: Mm —>M is a map such that qfm =/, and fm(A) is a deformation

retract of Mm. The usual homology arguments show that bMm is the union of a

torus T and a collection of 2-spheres. Since /* is monic, f(bA) C T. Let R be a

regular neighborhood of fm(cx) in T.  Let A2 he the closure of the component of
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T-R which contains fm{c2). Since qfm{c2) is essential and dA2 can contain at

most two components, A2 is an annulus.  Let Ax he the closure of T - A2. Let

\j he a simple loop in fm{cj) such that \¡ represents a generator of irx(Aj) for

/ = 1,2. Now [fm(Cj)] — [kj]v € irx(Aj, x) where x G X;- and v is an integer. It

follows that qfm{cx) = f{cx) is homotopic to a nonzero multiple of q(\x) in F

since F is incompressible.  Thus if [/(Cj)] is not conjugate to a power of r¡,

[<7(Xj)] will not be conjugate to a power of t¡ for i = 1, . . . , n. Let gm : A —►

dMm he an embedding such that gm(dA) = \x U X2. It can now be seen that we

may replace the map qfm = f with the map qgm. The argument above shows

that the map of A into the manifold at the top of the tower may be taken to be

an embedding.

It remains to be shown that we can "push this embedding down the tower."

Suppose (Mm, pm) is a 2-sheeted cover of Mm_x,fm: (A, dA) —*■ (Mm, 9Mm)is

an embedding, fm_ x = pmfm, and q: Mm_, —* M is a map such that qfm_x =

f.  We may suppose that the singular set of/m-1 is the union of a collection of

pairwise disjoint arcs and loops. Clearly the loops can be disposed of by using

the standard argument.  Suppose cxx and Oj are disjoint spanning arcs on A and

that fm_ x(ctx) = fm_ i(ct2). Let ax and a2 be the closures of the components

of cx - (a, U a2). Let x be the point f(dax). Now [f(cx)] = [fiax)] [f(a2)] in

nx(F, jc). If [/(fli)] (or [f(a2)]) is not of the form orfo^1 where ax Gnx(F,x)

and « is a nonzero integer, we can find an embedding gm : A —► Mm such that

4Pm8m(ci) =/(fli) (or/C«2))- Otherwise [f{ax)] = axT^axx and [f(a2)] =

o2t°j02 x where i, j, u, v are nonzero integers such that 1 </',/<« and ax, a2 G

Ttx(F, x). Since rf ¥= t¡ or ax =/= o2, oxT"axxa2rJva2x ¥* o3twoJx for a3 e

nx (F, x), 1 < k < n, and w a nonzero integer. Thus it can be seen that the usual

cutting argument will suffice.

Suppose ax and a2 are disjoint simple arcs on A such that /m_i(tti) =

/m_1(a2) and 9a;- C cx for / = 1, 2. Then ax and a2 cut off disks Vx and Q2

on A. Let fy be the closure of (91?.) - a;- for / = 1, 2. We observe that the loop

fm-i(ßi) u/m-1(^2)is nullhomotopic on the singular disk/m_1(t>1 U V2).

Thus the loop f(ßx) U f(ß2) is nullhomotopic in M and thus on F since F is in-

compressible. It follows that one could have simplified the singular set of f\cx

via a homotopy or that one can use the usual cutting argument.

It can be seen that if ax and a2 ave disjoint simple arcs properly embedded

in.4 such that 9a;. C c2 for; = 1, 2 and fm_x(ocx) =fm-i{<x2), the standard

cutting argument yields a map agreeing with /on cx. Theorem 3 follows.

V. Supporting lemmas. In this section we prove the lemmas which are

necessary in our proof of Waldhausen's "Torus theorem". It is a consequence of

Lemma 5.1 below that an essential loop X on a good surface F embedded in a
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3-manifold M is not freely homotopic to a loop in bM unless X is freely homo-

topic in F to a loop in bF or F is the planar surface with three boundary com-

ponents.

Lemma 5.1.   Let F be an incompressible, boundary incompressible, non-

separating surface properly embedded in M such that F is not the planar surface

with x(F) = -I■ Let /: A —*-M be a map such that j\cx)CF,f(cx) is essential,

j\c2) C bM, and j\cx) is not freely homotopic in F to a loop in bF.  Then F is

not good.

Proof. After a general position argument, we may suppose that there is

an annular neighborhood A x of cx in A such that /"" 1(F) n A x = cx since F is

two-sided. We may also assume that/_1(F) is the union of a finite collection of

disjoint simple arcs and loops properly embedded in A. We suppose that/has

been chosen so that the number of components in f~1(F) is minimal.

Let X be a simple loop in f~1(F)-cx. Suppose X is nullhomotopic on A.

Since F is incompressible,/(X) is nullhomotopic on F. Let V he a regular neigh-

borhood of the disk bounded by X in A. Then we can alter / on V to obtain a

mapfx:A^>M such that fx\A-V = f\A - fand fx(V) n F is empty. This

contradicts our assumption of minimality on f~i(F).

Suppose X is not nullhomotopic on A and /(X) is not freely homotopic on

F to a loop in bF. Let A x be the subannulus of A bounded by c2 and X. Then

the existence of the map fx = f\A x : A x —>M contradicts our minimality hypoth-

esis since fx1(F) contains fewer components than f~1(F). Thus we may sup-

pose that /(X) is freely homotopic to a loop in bF. Let A x be a regular neighbor-

hood of the annulus bounded by c2 and X. Then we can alter / on Ax to obtain

a map fx : (A, c2) —*■ (M, bM) such that fx\A-Ax = f\A-Ax and j\A x) does

not meet F.  This contradicts our minimality hypothesis above. Thus we may

suppose that f~1(F) - cx contains no simple loops.

Suppose there is an arc a in f~l (F) - cx. Then we can choose a so that

there is a disk V on A such that P n/_1(F) = a and 9P = a U (V n/"'(bM)).

It is a consequence of Lemma 3.1, that we can alter / on V to obtain a map

fx:A-»M such that fx\A - V = f\A - V and fx(V) C F. One can now modify

fx on a regular neighborhood of V to obtain a map f2 such that the number of

components in f2 1(F) is less than the number of components in /~ 1(F). This

contradicts our rninimality hypothesis. Thus we may suppose that f~1(F) = cx.

It is a consequence of Theorem 3 that there is an embedding g: A —> M

such that

(1) g(cx) C F and g(c2) C bM.

(2) g-1(F) = cx.

(3) g(cx) is not freely homotopic on F to a loop in bM.
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(4) g*. iix{A) —► irx(M) is monic.

Let F be a regular neighborhood of F U g(A) and G = cl(9F - dM). Let

Fx be the component of G parallel to F.  Now x(G) = 2* x(F).  If G - Fx is

connected, genus(G -Fx)< genus(F). Otherwise let F2 and F3 be the compon-

ents of G.  Then x(F2) > \(F) and x(^3) > XÍ/)- Since F is incompressible it

can be seen that F2 U F3 is incompressible. Since [Fx] is not a boundary rel 9M

and [G- Fx] is homologous to Fj rel dM, [G-Fx] is not a boundary rel 9M.

Let F2 be a component of G - Fx. Then we may suppose that F2 does not

separate M.  If F2 is boundary incompressible, it can be seen that F is not good.

Otherwise there is a disk V embedded in M such that V <~> F2 is an arc ß and

1? n (9M U F2) = 91?. Using an argument similar to the one above we can find

a nonseparating, incompressible surface F2 properly embedded in M such that

X(F2) > x(F2).  Since xi^) ^ 1> ̂  can De seen that ^2 may '5e ta^en to ^e

boundary incompressible and thus F is not good. This completes the proof of

Lemma 5.1.

Lemma 5.2 below is proved using techniques similar to those used in the

proof of Lemma 5.1 above and we leave most of the details to the reader.

Lemma 5.2.   Let F be a good surface properly embedded in M and R a

regular neighborhood of F in M. Let tt2(M) = 0. Let g: (A, dA) —*■ (M, int(F))

be an F-essential embedding such that

(1) g(A) meets only one component ofR-F.

(2) g{cx) is not freely homotopic in F to a loop in 9F.

(3) g*: 7ix{A) —*■ vx(M) is monic.
(4) g~x{F) = dA.

Let N be a regular neighborhood of F U g{A). Let Fx be the nonseparating com-

ponent of cl(dN - dM) not parallel to F.   Then Fx is good.

Proof. We observe that cl(dN - dM) has at most three components and

that one of them say Fx must not separate M.  Note that x(^i) ^ X{F)- H fx

is not incompressible there is a disk V embedded in M such that V n Fx = 9 P.

Using 1? and Fx, we can find a surface F2 properly embedded in M that does not

separate M so that x^) > x(^i) > x{F)- Since -n2(M) = 0, F2 cannot be a

2-sphere. As in the proof of Lemma 5.1, the existence of F2 guarantees the

existence of a good surface F3 such that x(^3) > x{F)- This is a contradiction.

ThusFj is incompressible. Similar arguments show Fx is boundary incompressible.

Lemma 5.2 follows.

A connected, closed 2-manifold K that is the union of a collection of

annuli At for / ■» 1,..., n such that each component of A¡ n A¡ is a boundary

component of A¡ and of A¡ for 1 </</<« is known to be either a Klein

bottle or a torus. In Lemma 5.3 below we show that a map /: K—* M construc-

ted in a particular way is essential.
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Lemma 53.   Let F be an incompressible surface properly embedded in a

3-manifold M such that it2(M) = 0. Let K be the union of a collection A x,...,

An ofannuli such that each component ofA¡ n Aj is a boundary component of

A¡ and Aj for 1 </'</<«.  Suppose f: K —*Mis a map such that

u) rl{F) = \j?=xbAi.
(2) f\A¡: {A¡, bAj) —*■ {M, F) is not homotopic tel bA¡ to a map into F

for i = 1.il

(3) There is an essential simple loop \x in K - \y¡-xbAi such that /(Xx)

is essential in M.

Then /<,: nx(K) —► irx(M) is monic.

Proof.  Let X2 be a simple loop on K that meets each component of

U"=i9-4,- U Xt in a single point and crosses that component at the point of inter-

section. Now each element o G it, (K) is represented by a loop on Xj U X2.

Suppose o G nx(K) and /»(a) = 1. Then there is a map <p: Sl —■*■ K such that

(1) [0(51)] = a.
(2) <p(Sl) C Xi U X2.

(3) 0ÍS1) is not homotopic in K to a map <px: S1 —► X1 U Xj such that

<¡>71(\J"=xbAj) contains fewer points than 0-1(U"=i^i)-

If the cardinality of (p~1(\J"=xbA¡) is zero, <p(Sl) is homotopic to a mul-

tiple of Xj ; and since f(Kx) is essential, [^(S1)] = 1 G irx(K). Otherwise f<f>: S1

—► M is an essential map.

Let V he the unit disk so bV = S1 and $: V —* M a map such that Í>|3Í> =

ftp. After the usual argument we may suppose that $_1(F) is the union of a

collection of arcs properly embedded in V since F is incompressible. But we can

find 0, CQ-^F) such that ßx cuts off a disk Vx on V so that Vx n $-1(F) =

/?!• Let ß2 he bVx - ßx. Now <p(ß2) is homotopic to a spanning arc of Aj where

/ is some integer such that 1 </ < n. It can be seen that f<p(ß2) is homotopic

rel its endpoints to $(ßx) across $(VX). It is a consequence of Proposition 3.3

that f\Aj is homotopic rel bAj to a map into F.  This contradicts our hypotheses

on / and we conclude o = 1 and /* is monic. This completes the proof of

Lemma 5.3.

Lemma 5.4.   Let M be a 3-manifold such that 7t2(M) = 0 and bM is incom-

pressible and let/: T—+M be a W-essential map.  Then there is an essential em-

bedding g: (A, bA) —> (M, bM).

Proof.  Since /is W-essential there is an element oGttx(T) such that ft(a)

has a representative loop / that is freely homotopic to a loop in bM.   Let Xj and

X2 be simple loops on T that meet in a single point and cross at that point. Now

o = kx[Xx] + k2[K2] where kx and k2 ate integers.  Let {f, q) be the finite
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sheeted covering space of T associated with the subgroup of 7rx{T) generated by

[XJ and A^fXj]. Then ifq\: Hi{T) —► nx(M) is one-one and there is a simple

loop p on T such that [qp] = a. Since / is homotopic to a loop in dM, fq is

homotopic to a map fx : T —» M such that fx(ß) C dM. Now fx induces a map

f\: {A, dA) —* {M, fxin)) in a natural way.  If fx is not an essential map,

fx : {A, dA) —► {M, dM) is homotopic rel 9.4 to a map into dM by Proposition

3.3. It follows that each representative of /*[XJ is freely homotopic to a loop

in dM. Thus we may suppose that f(Kx ) C dM.  But then / induces a map

f2 : {A, dA) —► {M, dM) in a natural way and f2 must be essential since / was not

homotopic to a map into dM.  An application of Theorem 2 completes the proof

of Lemma 5.4.

Let F be a good surface in M. The next three lemmas will be used in the

proof of the torus theorem in showing that if/: T —► M is an essential map, we

may suppose that / is not homotopic to a map fx such that fxx{F) is empty.

Lemma 5.5.   Let Mx be a submanifold of the 3-manifold M and dMx in-

compressible in M. Let g: T—*MX be an essential embedding.  Then g(T) is

essential in M.

Proof. Since dMx is incompressible, it is a consequence of standard geo-

metric arguments that irx(Mx) —*■ nx{M) is monic. Thus g(T) is incompressible

in M  Let X be a loop on giT). Suppose /: A —► M is a free homotopy of X to

a loop in dM.  After the usual argument, we may suppose that /-1(9AfI) is the

union of a collection of disjoint, simple essential loops. But then X is freely

homotopic to a loop in dMx. It follows that g is an essential map. This com-

pletes the proof of Lemma 5.5.

Lemma 5.6.   Let M be an irreducible 3-manifold. Let g: {A, dA) —*■

{M, dM) be an essential embedding. Let f. T^-M be an essential map such that

there is no map fx homotopic to f so that f~l ig{A)) is empty.  Then M admits

an embedding h: T—*-M such that ft* is monic and h is not homotopic to a map

hx such that hx{T) n g{A) is empty. In fact h~xg{A) is the union of one, two,

or four disjoint simple essential loops.

Proof. We may assume that f~x{g{A)) is a collection of disjoint simple

loops after a general position argument. We suppose that / has been chosen so

that f~xig{A)) contains as few loops as possible. Suppose some loop X in

f~xig{A)) is inessential. Then/(X) is nullhomotopic on g(A). Let Vbe a regular

neighborhood of the disk on Tbounded by X. Then we can find a map fx:T—*

M such that fx \T - V = f\T - V and fx(V) n #(,4) is empty. Since ir2{M) = 0,

/ and fx are homotopic. Thus the existence of fx contradicts our choice of /

and we suppose that each loop in /"" xg(A) is essential.
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Let Ax,. .. , An he the closures of the components of T-f~g(A). Let

R be a regular neighborhood of g(A). Let Mx be the manifold obtained by split-

ting M along g(A) and P: Mx —► M the natural map.

Suppose that j\Ax) meets both components of R -g(A). We apply the

theorem in [14] to find an embedding hx : (A, bA) —* (Mx, P~1g(A)) such that

hx(bA) meets both components of P~1(g(A)) and hx+ is monic. We may suppose

that Phx(cx) = Phx(c2). Then Phx defines an embedding h: K —*■ M where K is

a closed surface of genus 1. Since hx \a is not homotopic rel 9a to a map into

P~lg(A), it follows from the argument given in the proof of Lemma 5.3 that

h%: itx(K) —+ irx(M) is monic. If AT is a torus we let h = h. Otherwise the

boundary of a regular neighborhood N of h(K) is a torus embedded in M since M

is orientable and bN must be orientable. Since A* is monic, rrx(bN) —► itx(M) is

monic and any embedding h: T —> bN has the desired properties. Thus we may

suppose that f(Aj) meets a single component of R -g(A) for i = 1,.. . , n.

If n = 1, / is homotopic to a map fx such that fx(T) n g(A) is empty; so

n > 2. We may suppose that f(Ax U A2) meets both components of R -g(A).

Let Mx and P he as above.  Let h¡: (Aj, bAj) —*■ (Mx, P~ig(A)) he the maps

induced by / for / = 1, 2. Then hj is not homotopic rel bAj to a map into

P~lg(A) for/ =1,2. Let a;- be a spanning arc of Aj for; = 1, 2. It is a conse-

quence of Theorem 2 that there exist embeddings gy: (Aj, bAj) —* (Mx,P~l(g(A)))

that are P~1g(A)-essential and gfAj) meets the same component of P~l(g(A))

as does h£Aj) for/ = 1, 2. We suppose that gx and g2 ate in general position

with respect to one another. Then gx(Ax) n g2(A2) is a collection of simple

loops. We can remove any inessential loops by surgery. If any loops remain we

can find an embedding g: (A, bA) —+ (Mx, P~1g(A)) such that g* is monic and

g(bA) meets both components of P~1g(A). In this case we obtain the desired

result as above. Thus we may suppose that gx(Ax) n g2(A2) is empty and that

Pgx(bAx) = Pg2(bA2). Now Pgx(Ax) U Pg2{A2) induces an embedding h: K-+

M where K is a surface of genus 1.  Since gj is P-1£(yi)-essential for/ = 1, 2,

h#: Ttx(K) —► itx(M) is monic by Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 5.3. One now

finds the embedding h: T —*■ M as above. This completes the proof of Lemma

5.6.

Lemma 5.7.   Let f: T—*MX be an essential map. Let Mj, Fj Ç Mj,

U(Fj) ÇMj be a special hierarchy of Mx with respect to f. Let k be the smallest

integer such that for every map fx homotopic to f, iffx(T) C Mk, fx(T) n Fk is

not empty.  If ' Mk admits an essential embedding g of A or T, Mx admits an

essential embedding of A or T.

Proof.  Suppose g: T —*■ Mk is an essential embedding. Since Fk is not

a disk and bMk is incompressible in Mj, it is a consequence of 5.5 that g(T) is
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essential in Mx. Thus we may suppose that g: {A, dA) —*■ {Mk, dMk) is an essen-

tial embedding. We may suppose f(T) C Mk. Since g{A) could have been chosen

as Fk, g(A) n f(T) is not empty. We may suppose that f~x(g{A)) is a collection

of simple essential loops.

Suppose X is one of these loops and /(X) is freely homotopic to a loop in

dMx. Then/: T—+Mx is W-essential andMx admits an essential embedding of

an annulus by Lemma 5.4. Otherwise, we can find an embedding ft: T—*■ Mk

such that ft* is monic and ft(X) C g{A) is freely homotopic to g{cx) in g(A) by

Lemma 5.6. Note that ft(X) is not freely homotopic to a loop on 9AÍ! since /(X)

is a multiple of ft(X). It follows that ft: T—*MX is essential. This completes

the proof of Lemma 5.7.

Lemma 5.8. Let F be a surface properly embedded in M. Let f: {A, dA)

—► {M, dM) be a map which is transverse with respect to F such that f~l{F) is

a collection of simple loops essential in A. Then we may assume that any em-

bedding g: (A, dA) —► {M, dM) constructed via a tower argument from f meets

F in a collection of disjoint simple loops and that there is a fixed finite number

of possibilities for g{A) OF up to ambient isotopy in F. Furthermore the num-

ber of these possibilities is determined by the set ff~l(F).

Proof.  The proof of Lemma 5.8 is similar to that of Lemma 4.6 in [5]

and we omit it.

Lemma 5.9. Let F be an incompressible surface in dM and Fx a planar

submanifold of F such that itx{Fx) —» nx(F) is monic and x(^i) = ~l- Let

/: {A, dA) —* {M, F) be an F-essential map such that

(1) ficx)CFxandfic2)CF-dFx.

(2) f{cx) is not freely homotopic on F to a multiple of a loop in bFx. Let

Xbe a component of dFx. Then there is an F-essential embedding g: {A, dA) —►

{M, F) such that

(1) g{cx) = X.

(2) g(c2) lies in any prespecified neighborhood offic2).

Proof. Let {M*, p) be the covering space of M associated with irx{F) C

irx{M). Let F be a component of p~l{F) such that p \F is a homeomorphism.

Let fx: {A, dA) -*■ (M*, dM*) be a map such that pfx = /and fx(cx) C Fx =

P~liF\) n F-  Since /(a) is not homotopic rel its boundary to an arc on F and

7Tj(F) —► itx{M*) is an isomorphism, fx (c2) does not He on F. It is a consequence

of Theorem 3 that there is an embedding gx : (A, dA) —*■ (M*, dM*) such that

(1) gx(cx) is freely homotopic in F to F n p-1(X).

(2) gx{c2) lies in any prespecified neighborhood of fx{c2).

After a homotopy, we may suppose that gx{cx) = F n p_1(X). Let gx = pgx.
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Then gx(cx) = X and gx(c2) lies in a neighborhood of j\c2). Now the arc gx(ct)

is not homotopic to an arc on F since the components of gx(ba) he on distinct

components of p~l(F). Lemma 5.9 can now be seen to be a consequence of

Theorem 2.

Lemma 5.10. Let M be an irreducible 3-manifold with incompressible

boundary. Let F be an incompressible, boundary incompressible planar surface

properly embedded in M such that x(F) = -1. Let f: T—+M be an essential

map such that

(1) f~l(F) is a nonempty collection of disjoint simple essential loops.

(2) /is not homotopic to a map fx: T^>-Msuch that fJ1{F) contains

fewer components than f~1{F) and fxl{F) is the union of a collection of dis-

joint simple loops.

Then there is an essential embedding g: {A, bA) —*■ {M, bM).

Proof.  If/is Unessential, Lemma 5.10 is a direct consequence of 5.4.

Otherwise let Xj,. .. , X„ be the components of f~1{F). Since /is 5-essential,

/(X,) is not freely homotopic in F to a loop in 9F. We suppose that the closures

of the components of T - \J?=X\ ate denoted by Ax,.... An.

Let R be a regular neighborhood of F We divide the proof of Lemma

5.10 into two cases:

Cose 1. f{Ax) meets both components of R-F.

Case 2. j\Ax) meets only one component of R-F.

We now proceed with the proof of Case 1.

Let Mx be the 3-manifold obtained by splitting M along F, f. A —*■ Mx be

the map induced by f\Ax and P: Mx —► M the natural projection map from Mx

onto M.   Let F¡ be the component of F_1(F) such that f(cj) C Ff for / = 1, 2.

Note Fj ¥= F2. Let {Mx, p) be the covering space of Mx associated with rtx{Fx)

C itx(Mx). We may suppose that /: A —* Mx is a map such that pf = /  Let

F¡ be the component of p~ (Fj) on which/(c) lies for; = 1,2. We may assume

that p\Fx is a homeomorphism. Let G be the component of bMx which contains

We claim that if every component of 9FX is freely homotopic in G to a

loop in F2, Mj is homeomorphic to F x [0, 1].

Let lx, l2, and /3 be the components of 9FX. Suppose h: lx x [0, 1] —*■

G is a free homotopy of lx to a loop in F2. We may suppose that h~19(Fj U F2)

is a collection of disjoint simple loops jux.¡im and h(jxx) = lx. We may

assume that h has been chosen so that m is minimal. Then ju,- is an essential loop

in lx x [0, 1] as is h(ßj) in G.  We observe that 9F2 is composed of disjoint

simple loops and a number of copies of the real Une. It can be seen that h(jij)

must he on one of the simple loops. Since any arc in Mx with its boundary on
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Fj is homotopic rel its boundary to an arc on F, and since n2{Mx) — 0, one can

deform any free homotopy of pairs of loops in Fx until the free homotopy lies

in Fj. Since no pair of boundary components of Fx are freely homotopic in Fx,

no pair of boundary components of Fx are freely homotopic in G. Thus it can

be seen that we may suppose that hQi¡) does not meet Fx for i = 1,. . . , m and

/j is freely homotopic to a power of a boundary component ft(ii2) of F2. Note

ft(ju2) is an essential loop in F2 and lx U ft(ju2) bounds an annulus embedded in G.

Suppose that lx, l2, and l3 are freely homotopic in G to loops in F2. Then

we can find disjoint simple loops px,p2, and p3 in 9F2 such that p¡ U /• bounds

an annulus A¡ embedded in G for / = 1, 2, 3. Since F2 is connected we can find

disjoint simple arcs ux and a2 properly embedded in F2 U Äx U A2 U A3 such

that

(1) Cij n F2 is an arc properly embedded in F2 for / — 1,2.

(2) ßj meets both /j and l2.

(3) a2 meets both /j and l3.

Note that c^ meets px and p2 and a2 meets /ij and /i3. We observe that ax and

a2 are homotopic rel their boundaries to arcs on Fx since the natural map tfjiFj)

—► TTjíAfj) induced by inclusion is onto. It is a consequence of the proof of the

loop theorem [12] that there are disjoint disks Vx and V2 properly embedded in

Mx such that £>;- n Fx is a simple arc properly embedded in Fx and V¡ C\{G -

Fx) = int(a7) for / = 1, 2. We observe that Fx - (Vx U V2) is simply connected.

Let / C int(F2) be a boundary component of a regular neighborhood of px U

p2 U p3 U ((ax U a2) O F2). Now / lies in the complement of l?j U V2 and

there is a free homotopy of / to a loop in Fx. It can be shown that this free

homotopy can be assumed to lie in the complement of l?j U V2 using an argument

similar to one given above. It follows that / is inessential in Mx.  Since F is in-

compressible in M, F2 is incompressible in Mx. Thus / is null-homotopic on F2

and / bounds a disk on F2. It follows that F2 is homeomorphic to F   Let B be

the manifold obtained by removing the interior of a regular neighborhood of

Vx U V2 from Mx. Then one component of dB is a 2-sphere. Since 7r2(Afj) = 0,

F is a homotopy 3-cell.  It can now be seen that p: Mx —*MX is a homeomor-

phism and that Mx is homeomorphic to F x I.  This establishes our claim.

We suppose that Mx is not homeomorphic to F x [0,1]. As a consequence

of our claim above, it follows that we may assume that the loop lx in 9FX is not

freely homotopic in G to a loop in F2.  It is a consequence of Theorem 3 that

the existence of /: A —► Afj guarantees the existence of an embedding gx : A —*

Mx such that

(1) 7x{Cj) C Ff for j= 1,2.

(2) gx{cx) is freely homotopic to lx.
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(3) ?i*: nx(A) —* itx(Fj) is monic.

Since gx(cx) is simple, we may assume that gx(cx) = lx. Since p|Fx is a homeo-

morphism, pg x \cx is a homeomorphism.

If pgx(c2) is freely homotopic to a loop in 9F2, we assume that pgx(c-î) c

9F2 and will show below that Ppgx : (A, bA) —► (M, bM) is an essential map. In

this case Lemma 5.10 is a consequence of Theorem 2.

If Pgx(c2) is not freely homotopic to a loop in 9F2, we replace pgx by

another map and proceed as has been indicated above.

Suppose pgx(c2) is not freely homotopic in F2 to a loop in 9F2. Let

(Mj, q) he the covering space of Mj associated with tTj(F2) C 7Tj(Mj). Let gx:

A —► Mj be a map such that qgx = pgx.  Let Fj be the component of q~l(Fj)

such that gx(cj) C Ff for / = 1,2. Let G be the component of bMx which con-

tains F2. We may suppose c7|F2 is a homeomorphism. The proof of Lemma

5.10 is the same in case Mj is homeomorphic to F2 x [0, 1] as it is in case Mj

is homeomorphic to Fx x [0, 1].  It follows from the claim above that we may

assume some component ux of 9F2 is not homotopic in G to a loop in 9FX. As

above by Theorem 3, we can find an embedding g2: A —*MX such that

(0   g2iC2) = tii-

(2) g2(cx) lies in a small neighborhood in 9MX of gx(cx).

(3) £2*: *M) —* 7Ti(Mj) is monic.

Since gx(cx) is simple, its neighborhood may be taken to be an annulus and we

assume ¿?2(cj) = gx(cx). Now <7|F2 and q\gx(cx) are homeomorphisms so

qg2 | bA is an embedding and thus Pqg2(bA) C 9F. Clearly we may as well sup-

pose Ppgx (bA) C 9F.  Let h = Ppgx : (A, bA) —*■ (M, bM). We claim A is an

essential map.

If not, the arc h(a) is homotopic rel its boundary to an arc in 9M.  Since

9M is incompressible and it2(M) = 0, h is homotopic rel bA to a map hx : A —*■

bM by Proposition 3.2. Let H: A x [0, 1] —*■ M be a homotopy such that

(1) H(x, 0) = h(x) for xEA.

(2) H(x, l) = hx(x)foix<=A.

(3) H(x, t) = h(x) for x G bA and t G [0, 1].

After a general position argument, we may suppose that H~X(F) is an incompres-

sible surface properly embedded in A x [0, 1]. We suppose that hx has been

chosen so that the number of components in hx1(F) is minimal. We observe that

H~i(F) must be a disjoint union of disks and annuli. Suppose V is a disk in

H-\F). Since h-l(F) = bA,Vnb(A x [0, l])CA x {1}. Of course H(bV)

lies on one component of 9F.  Since F is incompressible, it can be seen that hx

was not chosen so that the number of components in hxl(bF) would be minimal.

Suppose Ax is an annulus in H~1(F) - bA x [0, 1]. Then both components of
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H(dAx) lie on 9F. Since H{AX) C F and each component of dAx is an essential

loop in A x [0, 1], H\AX is homotopic rel 9.4 j to a map into 9F Thus we may

suppose that H(AX) C 9F. Note that Ax divides .4 x [0, 1] into two solid tori,

and that the restriction of H to the one of them which meets A x {0} defines a

homotopy of ft to a map ft2. It can be seen that the number of components in

h2x(F) is one less than that of hxx(F). It follows that the best possible choice

for ftj was not made. We conclude that H~X(F) = dA x [0, 1].

We may now consider H as a map into Mx. Since H can be lifted to a map

H: A x [0, 1] —> Afj, we see that gx{cx) is homotopic to gx{c2) in dMx. This
'S*

contradicts our hypothesis that lx was not freely homotopic in G to a loop in F2

and our claim is established.

In this case Lemma 5.10 follows from Theorem 2 above.

Suppose that Mx is homeomorphic to F x [0, 1]. Since the natural map

from irx{Fx) into irx(Mx) induced by inclusion is an isomorphism and p: Mx —+

Mx is a homeomorphism, it is a consequence of Theorem 3.1 in [1] that there is

a homeomorphism 6: F x [0, 1] —*MX such that

(1) 6{Fx [0, l])=Mx.

(2) 0(Fx {0}) = F,.

(3) 0(Fx {1}) = F2.

Now ft- = P\Fj is a homeomorphism for / = 1, 2. Let px : F x {0} —► F x {1}

be the homeomorphism defined by px = d~xh2xhx0. Let p: F—»Fbe the

homeomorphism defined by p(x) =y if px(x, 0) = {y, 1). Let ß0 be a simple

separating arc properly embedded in F  We require that neither component of

the complement of ß0 is simply connected. Let ßn = pnß0 for n a positive in-

teger. Then it can be seen that there exists an integer k such that ß0 and ßk are

homotopic under a map H: [0, 1] x [0, 1] such that

(1) H([0, 1] x {0}) = ß0.

(2) H{[0,1] x {1}) = PY

(3) H({0, l}x [0,1])C9F.

One then defines an essential map g0: (A, dA) —*■ {M, dM) as follows: Let

V, = ßi x [0, 1] for / = 0, ...,k- 1. Let Vk = [0, 1] x [0, 1]. Note that

FÔiUfjo1^/) together with H(Vk) C F defines a map g0: (A, dA) -* {M, dM) in

a natural way. Furthermore this map is essential since it is a consequence of

Lemma 3.1 that P9{ß0 x {0}) is not homotopic rel its boundary to an arc in

9AÍ for F is boundary incompressible in M.

We may now suppose that f(A x) meets only one component of R - F. We

again let Mx be the manifold obtained by splitting M along F  We define P, Fx,

and F2 as above. Now/L4j induces a map f. A —* Mx and we may suppose

that f(dA) C Fj. We observe that it is a consequence of Proposition 3.2 that
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/(a) is not homotopic rel /(9a) to an arc inFt since 7r2(M) = 0 and f\Ax is not

homotopic rel 9,4 j to a map into F. Let (Mj, p) he the covering space of Mj

associated with irx(Fx) C jtj(Mj). Let Fj be a component of p~1(Fx) such that

p\FX is a homeomorphism. Then there is a map f: A —+MX such that pf = /

and f(cx) C Fj.  Let F2 be the component of p    (Fx) on which j\c2) lies.

Note that if Fj = F2, /(a) is homotopic rel its boundary to an arc in Fx and by

Proposition 3.2,/is homotopic rel 9.4 to a map into Fj. This would contradict

condition (2) in the statement of the lemma.

As above we may suppose that some component lx of 9Fj is not freely
^n^ i-v i^*r /^y

homotopic in 9MX to a loop in F2 for otherwise Mx is homeomorphic to Fx x

[0, 1].   We can apply Theorem 3 to find an embedding fx: A —*■ Mx

such that fx (cx ) = lx and fx(c2)CF2. Thus pfx(cx)CbFx. If pfx \c2: c2 -*

Fj is not an embedding, we reverse the roles of cx and c2 as above to obtain an

embedding/2: A —■* Mx such that

(1) pf2 \Cj is an embedding for/ = 1, 2.

(2) pf2(bA)CbFx.

(3)g(c2)CFj.

(4) f2(cx) does not lie on Fj.

(5) /2(Cj) is not freely homotopic to f2{c2) in 9Mt.

Let h = Ppf2. We claim that A is an essential map. Suppose that h(a) is

homotopic rel its boundary to an arc in 9M. Since M has incompressible bound-

ary and 7r2(M) = 0, there is a map H: A x [0, 1] —* M such that

(1) H(x,0) = h(x)fotxeA.

(2) H(A x {1})C9M

(3) H(x, t) = h(x) for x G bA and t G [0, 1].

We suppose that H has been chosen so that H~1(F) is a system of incompressible

surfaces in A x [0, 1] and H~1(F) contains as few components as possible.  One

sees as above that H~ (F) = bA x [0, 1]. But then /2 is homotopic rel bA to

a map into 9MX. This contradicts our construction of f2. Thus h is essential and

the proof of Lemma 5.10 is completed by an application of Theorem 2 above.

Lemma 5.11. Let F be a good surface and f: T—+M an essential map.

Let N be a regular neighborhood of F. Suppose

(1) f~1(F) is the union of a nonempty collection of simple loops.

(2) fis not homotopic to a map / T—*M such that f~1 (F) is the union

of a collection of simple loops andf~x (F) contains fewer components thatf~1 (F).

(3) The f image of each component ofT-f~1(F) meets both components

ofN-F.

Then there is either an essential map fx: K—*M where K is either a torus

or Klein bottle such that the restriction offx to each component offxl(F) and
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each component of K - f x  (F) is a homeomorphism or an essential embedding

g: (A, dA) —► (M, dM). If the former is the case, fxx(F) is not empty.

Proof.  As a consequence of Lemma 5.10, we may assume that F is not

the planar surface with three boundary components.  It follows from Lemma 5.4

that we may assume that for each loop X in/_1(F),/(X) is not freely homotopic

to a loop in 9F.

Let M\F he the 3-manifold obtained by splitting M along F.   Let P: M\F

—> M he the natural projection map. Let F1 and F2 be the components of

P~X{F). Let M¡ be homeomorphic to M\F and Fj and Ff be the copies of F1

and F2 respectively in dM¡ for i an integer. Let (M, p) he the infinite cyclic

covering space of M obtained from \J°?-_aaMi by identifying Fj and F,2+1 for i

an integer. We denote the image of Fj under this identification by F¡ are are

careful to define the identification so that the natural projection map from M -

\Jf=_a>Fi to M can be extended to the covering map p: M —> M. Let (T, q) he

the infinite cyclic covering of T associated with some simple essential loop in

f~l(F). Then there is a map f.T-+M such that pf = fq.

Let N¡ be the submanifold of M bounded by F0 and F¡ for each positive

integer /'.  Then f~x{N¡) is an annulus A¡ such that f(dA¡) meets both F0 and Ft.

It is a consequence of Lemma 5.8 that an annulus embedded in N¡ constructed

via a tower argument from the map f\A¡ can meet Ff- in only finitely many ways

up to free homotopy since ftA,) n F¡ C p-l(f{T) n F) where 0 </ < i. Of

course the number n0 determined by f(T) n F is independent of both i and j

above.  Let n = 2n0 + 2. Let/„ = f\A„: A„ —*■ Nn.

It is a consequence of Theorem 3 that we can find an embedding gn :

{An, dAn) —*■ {Nn, dNn) such that one component of gnidAn) is not freely homo-

topic in F0 U Fn to a loop in 9(F0 U Fn) since F is not the planar surface with

three boundary components. Suppose a loop X in ^~1((J"=T'11Ff) is inessential

on A„. Then gn(X) bounds a disk in \Jn~xFi and it follows from standard argu-

ments that gn can be modified to obtain a map gx: (An, dAn) —■*■ {Nn, dNn)

which agrees with gn on all essential loops in gñ1(U"=i1^f) s0 that gn{An) n

U"_0Fi contains fewer loops than does g„{An) n \J"=0F¡. It follows that we

may suppose that all loops in f~1(U"_0F/) are essential in An. After a general

position argument we may suppose that gn{An) crosses F. at each loop in gn{An)

OF,

Let X be a loop in gñx{F¡) for 0 < i < n. Then by Lemma 5.1, pgn(r\) is

not freely homotopic in F to a loop in 9F since F is good and pg„{A) shows that

pgn(X) is freely homotopic in M to a loop in F which is not freely homotopic in

F to a loop in 9F.

We observe that n has been chosen so large that there are integers k, l, m

such that
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(1) 0<k<l<m<n.

(2) p(gn(An) n Fk) = p(gn(An) n Fj) = p(gn(An) n Fm).

Thus there are distinct loops Xx, X2, and X3 on An such that pgn(Kx) = P¿T„(X2)

= Pg„Q<3) and gn(kj) C Fk U Fx U Fm for / = 1, 2, 3. We may suppose that

X3 lies between Xj and X2 on An. Let B¡ be the annulus on An bounded by

\j U X3 for / = 1, 2 and B3 = Bx U B2. Let R be a regular neighborhood of F

in M  It follows from a simple argument that there exists a / = 1, 2, or 3 such

that the image under pgn of every neighborhood in B¡ of bBj meets both compo-

nents of R - F. We suppose that this is the case for Bx.

Let /ij.um be the components of g~1{\J"~x1Fj) r\Bx. Let Cx, . ..,

Cm_ j be the closures of the components of Bx - \J'jLxixi. If gn(bCj) lies on a

single component Fj of p~l(F) and gn\C¡: (C¡, bCj) —► (M F;) is homotopic

rel 9Q to a map into F;-, we can replace gn by an embedding #* : Bx —> M such

that ^„|95j = g\\bBx and £¿(5j) <~> U"=o^/ contains fewer loops than does

gniBi) n U"=oF/- Th"8 we may suppose that gn\C{: (C¡, bCj) -* (M F;) is not

homotopic rel bC¡ to a map into Fy since the components of gn(bBx) lie on

distinct components of p~1(F).

Let J: K —*■ M be the map induced by pgn: Bx —*■ M.  By construction the

restriction of/to each component of K -f~1(F) is an embedding. We will show

that / is essential.

Let X be any simple loop in f~i(F). Then /(X) is an essential simple loop

on F that is not freely homotopic to a loop in 9F by construction. Since F is

good, /(X) is not freely homotopic to a loop in 3M.  It follows from Lemma 5.3

and the construction of/that f*. it^K)—*- trx(M) is monic. Thus /is essential

and the proof of Lemma 5.11 is complete.

Lemma 5.12. Let M be a connected, irreducible 3-manifold such that bM

is incompressible. Let Kx be a closed connected surface such that x(^i) — 0.

Let Fj be a good surface in M that is not the planar surface with three boundary

components. Let f: Kx —*M be a map such that

(1) /*: fi(^i) —* f\(M) is monic.

(2) /-1(Fj) is the union of a collection of disjoint simple loops.

(3) There is a loop \Cf~1{Fx) such that /(X) is not freely homotopic in

Fj to a loop in bFx.

(4) The components of Kx -f~1{Fx) are open annuli whose closures we

denote by Ax.An.

(5) j\Ax) meets only one component ofR-Fx (where R is a regular

neighborhood of F in M).

(6) f\A¡is not homotopic rel bA¡ to a map into Fxfori=l,...,n.

(7) / is not homotopic to a map fx such that fx~1(Fx) contains fewer loops

than does f~l(Fx).
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Then there is a closed connected surface K such that x{K) — 0 and an

essential embedding f. K—+M such that f~x (Fx ) contains an essential simple

loop X so that f(\) is not freely homotopic in Fx to a loop in dFx.

Proof.  Let g¡: (A, dA) —> (M, Fx) for i = 1, . .., m be a maximal col-

lection of pairwise disjoint Fx -essential embeddings such that

(1) \J^=iS¡{A) meets only one component of R-Fx.

(2) Neither g,(ci) nor S fei) *s freely homotopic in Fx to a loop in dMx

for í = 1.m.

(3) g¡{A) andg¡(A) are not parallel relFx for 1 <i<j<m.

The existence of this collection, in particular its finiteness is guaranteed by the

theorem on p. 60 in [15].  Let Rx he a regular neighborhood of U£Li¿f,(<4) u

Fx. Let Mx and M2 be the closures of the components of Rx - Fx. We may

suppose that M2 is homeomorphic to Fx x [0, 1]. Since Fx does not separate

M and [cl^Mj —Fx)] is homologous to [Fx], there is a component of dMx D

int{M) whose closure fails to separate M.  We denote the closure of this compo-

nent by F2. It can be seen that x(^2) ^ X{FX)- It is a consequence of repeated

applications of Lemma 5.2 or of the proof of Lemma 5.2 that F2 is good. Thus

X(F2) = x{Fx)- Now if T0 is the closure of a component of dMx - {dM UF,U

F2) it can be seen that x{T0) = 0 since x{<>Mx) = 2*x(^i) and T0¥=S2.

Let F2 be a regular neighborhood of KJJL^fA) in Mx. Let c^ be a span-

ning arc of A¡ for i = 1, . .., n.  Since f\A¡ is not homotopic rel dA¡ to a map

into Fx for i = 1,.. ., n, f(a¡) is not homotopic rel its endpoints to an arc in

Fx for 1 = 1.« by Proposition 3.2.

Suppose that U™xg¡(A) U f(Aj) meets only one component of N-Fx.

We claim that / is homotopic to a map fx, under a homotopy constant outside of

a neighborhood of Aj, such that

(i)/r1(^)=r1(^1).
(2) nl<U?=xgßA)) n A¡ is empty.

We need only show that there is a homotopy ft,: (A¡, dA¡) —*■ (M, Fx) for r G

[0, 1] such that

(1) h0=f\Aj.
(2) hx{dAj)n\Jm=1gi{dA)is empty.

After a general position argument, we may suppose that fto'CUí^i^ií^))

is a finite set. We assume also that there is no map hx(Aj, dAj) —*■ (M, Fx)

homotopic to ft0: {Ajt dA}) —> {M, Fx) such that A¡"1(U£Lt£/(&4)) contains

fewer points than h^iXJIL^fdA)). After a general position argument, we may

assume that ft^dJí^i^-O^)) =/is a collection of disjoint simple arcs and loops

properly embedded in A-. We assume also that if ft x is homotopic to ft0 rel dAj,

h~[li\y¡Lxg¿Af) contains no fewer components than/.
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Suppose that X C J is a nullhomeotopic simple loop on A¡. Since A0(X) is

nullhomotopic in iy¡Lxg¡(A), we can modify h0 on a neighborhood of the disk

bounded by X to obtain a map Aj, homotopic to A0 rel 9i4;-, that contradicts our

choice of A0. Suppose there is an arc ßx C / having both its endpoints on a single

component of bAj. Thus there is an arc ß2 C bA¡ such that ßx U ß2 bounds a

disk V on -4;-. We observe that h0(ßx) is homotopic rel its endpoints to an arc in

Uî^i^i(^) ^d thus ^0(^2) *s homotopic rel its endpoints to an arc in

Uî=i£/(^)' Thus '* can De seen tn*t ^0 *s homotopic to a map A¡, as above,

such that h^dXJ^gßA)) contains fewer points than h^OyjltfßA)). This

contradicts our choice of A0 and we conclude that either Aq 1(\J%xgi(bA)) is

empty as was to be shown or / is a collection of disjoint spanning arcs of Aj. In

the latter case it is not difficult to show that after a homotopy we may suppose

that h0(J) is a nonempty collection of disjoint simple spanning arcs on some of

the g¡(A) fot i = I,..., m.

Suppose h0(J) does not lie on one component of \J^xgA\A). Let V be the

closure of a component of A} -J.  We may suppose that A0(l? D J) does not lie

on a single component of \J^Lxgt(A). It is a consequence of the proof of the

loop theorem [12] that there is an embedding A: V —*-M such that h(V) rï

\JT=xgi(A) = hQ(V) n \JZxgjA) and h(V) n (Fj U UT^SM)) = h(bV). We
suppose that h(ß) ngr(A) and A(17) n¿rs04) are nonempty where 1 <r<s<m.

We will show that gr(A) and #,$(4) are parallel. We suppose that h(V) is in general

position with respect to 9MX. Then h(V) n 9Mj may be taken to be a simple

loop X. If X lies on F2, X is homotopic to a point on F2 since F2 is incompres-

sible in M.  It follows that h(V) could be taken to lie in Mx. This is impossible

since the retraction of Mj fo Fj U \J^Lxgj(A) would yield a retraction of h(V)

to h(bV).

Thus X must be on a toroidal boundary component Tx ofMx. Note that

Tx is a torus and that gr(A) U gs(A) together with two annuli on Fx form a com-

pressible torus. Let U be a regular neighborhood of Tx U A(Í7). Then one com-

ponent of 9Ü is a 2-sphere; and since M is irreducible, it can be seen that Tx

bounds a solid torus in M.  Since this solid torus meets 9MX only in Tx, it can

be seen that gr(A) andgs(A) ate parallel rel Fx. Thus we may assume that h0{J)

lies on gx{A).

Let Mj be a regular neighborhood of Fj Ugj(,4) in Mx. Let F2 be a com-

ponent of cl(9Mj - (9M U Fj)) that fails to separate M  By Lemma 5.2, F2 is

good in M, and thus F2 is incompressible in M.  Since 9Mt can be obtained by

removing two annuli from and adding two annuli to the boundary of a regular

neighborhood of Fx in Mx, 3Mj has at most two components if Fj has boundary

and three components if Fx is closed. We suppose that A0 is in general position

with respect to 3Mj. Then hQ1{F2) is a nonempty collection of simple loops in
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the complement of /.  Let V be the closure of a component of A, - J that meets

hQX{P2). It can be seen that 1? n hQX(F2) is a single simple loop X. Since F2

is incompressible ft0(X) is nullhomotopic on F2. It follows that there is a map

hx ofAj into M such that hx{V) C F2 and hx \(A¡ ~V) = h0\(A¡ - V). Thus

after a homotopy rel dAf, we may suppose that h0(V) C F2 since 7r2(Ai) = 0.

Let ft = h0\V. Since there is a deformation of Mx onto Fx U gx(A), A is

homotopic rel dV {J U 9.4;., if / is connected) to a map ft into Ft U gx(A). It

follows from standard arguments that %. is homotopic rel 91? to a map hx : V —*

Fx U#j(/1) such that A¡"1(^1(9/1)) is a collection of disjoint simple arcs properly

embedded in V.

Suppose ßx is a simple arc in hx1(gx{dA)) properly embedded in V. Then

ßx cuts off a disk Vx on V such that l?x nhx1(gx{dA)) = ßx for dVnhx1ig1{dA))

contains exactly four (or two) points. Let ß2 he the closure of 91?x -ßx. Then

hx{ß2) is homotopic rel its endpoints to üxißx). But ß2 C dA¡ and Ao(02) is now

seen to be homotopic rel its endpoints to an arc on gx(dA). This contradicts our

choice of A0.

Our claim follows and we suppose that f~x(\Jm=xgi(dA)) D A¡ is empty for

each ; such that U?L xg£A) U f{A¡) meets only one component of N - Fx where

1 </<«.
Suppose that there is an integer / where 1 < / < n such that f{ctj) meets

both components ofN-Fx. We claim that there is a map fx homotopic to /

under a homotopy constant outside of a neighborhood of A}- such that A¡ O

f^QôlLiSiiA)) is a collection (possibly empty) of disjoint simple essential loops

and/r'OJEuftC*)) Ç/_1(U" liiiA)).
After a general position argument, we may suppose that f~íi\Jm=xgjíAy) n

A¡ = J is the union of a collection of disjoint simple arcs and loops properly em-

bedded in A j. After a homotopy we also assume that / has been chosen so that

if/j is homotopic to /as above, the number of points in /-1(Uí=i^i(^)) ^ A¡

is no greater than that in f\li\yjLxgfi)A)) n Aj, and the number of components

in fxx{\J^L xgi{A)) n Aj is not less than the number in /.

Suppose that X C / is a simple nullhomotopic loop. Then as in the proof

above we can modify / to find a map fx homotopic to / such that the number of

components in /¡"'(Uí^i^fO^)) n A¡ is less than the number in /.   Since this

contradicts our choice off, we suppose that each simple loop in / is essential.

Suppose that ßx is an arc in /.  Since f{ßx) lies on one of the g ¡{A) for

/ = 1,. . ., m, f{ßx) meets only one component of N-Fx. It follows that 9j3j

lies on a single component of 9^4.-. Thus ßx cuts off a disk V on Aj. Let ß2 =

91? D dAj. Since f{ß2) is homotopic rel its boundary to an arc in [J^Lxg^idA),

it follows as above that there is a map fx homotopic to /such that fx1{Fx) =

f~x{Fx) and /¡"HUflLiS/i^4)) n Aj contains fewer points than does
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/-1(U/!Lii?,(à4) n Aj). Since this homotopy can be taken to be constant on

the complement of a regular neighborhood of Aj, the existence of fx contradicts

our choice off. This establishes our claim.

Suppose f. (A, bA) —» (M, Fj) is a map such that f\A) C\ \J^.xgfA) is

empty and f\A) U U£Li¿?,(/l) meets only one component of R - F¡.   Let

F* be the closure of the complement in Fj of a regular neighborhood in Fj

of \J^Lxg¡{bA).   Suppose that f(cx) is not freely homotopic in F* to a

loop in 9F*, the component of F* on which j\cx) lies is not the planar surface

with three boundary components, and f(a) is not homotopic rel its endpoints to

an arc on Fx. Then we claim the collection g¡ for /' = 1, . . ., m is not maximal.

If j\cx) and j\c2) he on distinct components of F*, there is an embedding

gm+x- (A, bA) —► (M, Fj) such that \J^ig¿(A) meets only one component of

R - Fj, gm+j * : it j (A) —*■ itx (M) is monic, and gm + x {cx ) is not freely homo-

topic in F* to a component of 9F* by Theorem 3. If gm + x(a) is homotopic

rel its endpoints to an arc in F*, gm + x is homotopic rel bA to a map into Fj by

Proposition 3.2 since tt2(M) = 0 and Fx is incompressible. But then gm+x(cx) is

freely homotopic in Fj to gm + x(c2) and it follows from standard arguments that

gm + x is homotopic in F* to a loop in 9F* since each loop in 9F* is essential in

Fj. Clearly gm + x(A) is not parallel to gt(A) for 1 < i < m since the loop

^m + 1(Cj) is not freely homotopic to a loop in 9F*.  Thus gm + x extends the

collection {g¡: 1 < / < m} and we suppose that f(cx) and f(c2) he on a single

component of F*.

We may suppose that f~1(bMx - Fx) is the union of two essential simple

loops since j\A) D \J"1. xg¡(A) is empty. Since the component of F* on which

Rcx U c2) lies is not an annulus, f(f~1(bMx - Fx)) lies on F2. Now /induces

a map fx : (A, bA) —► (M, F2) by restriction of / to the closure of the central

component of A -f~1(F2). Suppose fx(a) is homotopic rel its endpoints to an

arc on F2. Since F2 is incompressible and it2(M) = 0,fx and fate homotopic

rel bA to a map into Mj. Since there is a deformation retraction of Mj to

^i U U™ i¿?/04),/is homotopic rel bA to a map into F, U \J?Lxgj(A) and

j\cx) is homotopic in F* to a loop in 9F*.

Thus we may assume fx (ax ) is not homotopic rel its endpoints to a map

into F2. It is now a consequence of Theorem 2 that there is an F2-essential em-

bedding g: (A, bA) —> (M, F2) such that

(1) g(bA) lies in a regular neighborhood in F2 of fx(bA).

(2) g~1(Mx) = bA.

We wish to replace g by a map gm + x '■ (A, bA) —*■ (M, Fx) that extends the

collection of g¡ fot i = 1,. .. , m.  We observe that there are disjoint simple loops

Xx and X2 on the component of F* on which j\cx U c2) lies such that X.- Vg(cj)

bounds an embedded annulus for / = 1,2 because of the local product structure
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between F* and portions of dMx. After the usual argument we may assume that

these annuli are disjoint. Let gm+x : (A, dA) —*■ {M, Fx) be an embedding such

that gm + i{A) is the union of g{A) and the two annuli mentioned above.

Clearly gm + j *: 7rx(A) —► ii1{M) is monic. If gm+x(a) is homotopic rel

its endpoints to an arc on Fx, gm + l is homotopic rel dA to a map into Fx by

Proposition 3.2 since Fx is incompressible and ir2{M) = 0. Suppose that H: A x

[0, 1] —► M is such a homotopy. Using standard techniques we may assume

H~l{F2) is an incompressible surface properly embedded in A x [0, 1]. Since

H~X{F2) O d{A x [0, 1]) is a pair of disjoint essential loops, H~1{F2) is an

embedded annulus. By Proposition 3.1 in [1] this annulus is parallel to an

annulus in d{A x [0, 1]) and it can be seen that g must have been homotopic

rel dA to a map into F2. Thus we suppose that £m+1(a) is not homotopic rel

its endpoints to an arc in Fx.

If gm + 1{A) is parallel rel Fx to gj{A) where 1 </ < m, there is an embed-

ding H: A x [0,1] —*■ M such that

(1) H{Ax {0}) = gm+x{A).

(2) H{A x {1}) = gj{A) for some / where 1 </ < m.

(3) H{dA x [0,1])CF,.

But then H~l{F2) is an annulus embedded in A x [0, 1], and it can be seen as

above that g{A) is homotopic to a map into F2. It follows that gm + i- {A, dA)

—► {M, Fx) extends the collection of g¡ for i = 1, . . . , m, and the proof of our

claim is complete.

Let F3 be the closure of int(M) n bM2 -Fx. Let g\: (A, dA) —> {M, F3)

for i = 1,. . . , rn be a maximal collection of disjoint F3-essential embeddings

such that

(1) g\(A) n (M2 - F3) is empty for i = 1,... , m'.

(2) ¿¿A) and gfa) are not parallel rel F3 for 1< i < / < m'.

After an argument similar to the one given above we may assume

(1) /-1(Fj U F3) is a collection of simple essential loops,

(2) f{Kx) n (U£xg@A) U UtL^tfA)) is empty.
(3) rl<UtLi8M)) snd /-1U£Li8i{A) are unions of nonempty collec-

tions of disjoint simple essential loops.

(4) There is no map fx homotopic to / such that /1"1(F1 U F3) contains

fewer loops than does f~i{Fx U F3).

We now let Ax,. . . , An be the closures of the components of Kx -

f~1{Fx U F3). Let Fx (F3) be the closure of the complement of a regular

neighborhood of U£Li^(9^) (Ui= i^,'(9^)) m ̂ i (^3)- We may suppose that

Mi) nFxCF1 and f{Kx) n F3 C F3.  If fiA¡) CM2, we may suppose that/

carries one component of dA .• to Ft and the other to F3 for 1 < / < n.  Let

\x,.. ., X„ be the components of f~x{Fx U F3). We may suppose that A¡ n
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Ai+X = X,- for i = 1.n - 1 and An n Ax = X„. Now if \¡_x and X,- are

the components of bA¡ and f(\¡_x U Xf) lies on Fj, it follows from the claim

above that f(K¡_ x) (f(\j)) is freely homotopic in Fj to a loop in 9Fj or the com-

ponent of Fj on which /(X,_ j) (f(Xj)) lies is planar with three boundary com-

ponents. The statement above is also true if we replace Fj by F3.

Let K be a closed surface of genus one of unspecified orientability. We

claim there is an essential map f. K—+Msuch that f~x(Fx UF3) is a nonempty

collection of simple essential loops, f\f~1((Fx - Fj) U (F3 - F3)) is a homeo-

morphism, and the restriction of/to each component of K-f~1(Fx U F3) is a

homeomorphism. We will construct this map by finding a sequence of (Fj U F3)-

essential embeddings f¡: {A, bA) —*■ (M, (Fx - Fj) U (F3 - F3)) for 1 < / such

that

(1) ^2)=^+1(q)forl<i.

(2) fj(cx) is not freely homotopic to a loop in 9M for 0 < i and fitting

together a finite sequence of these maps to form /.

We may suppose that /(Xx U X„) C Fj and that for 1 </ < « the image

under / of X;- is a simple loop whenever f(\j) is freely homotopic in Fj U F3 to

a loop in 9(Fj U F3). Then there is an embedding fx : (A, bA) —*■ (M, Fx) such

that fxi(M2) = bA, fx(a) is not homotopic rel its endpoints to an arc on Fj,

and fx*: irx(A) —*■ nx(M) is monic by Theorem 2 or Lemma 5.9. If/(Xj) (f(kn))

is not freely homotopic in Fj to a loop in bFx, the component of Fx on which

f(kx) (f(Xn)) lies is a planar surface with three boundary components by the claim

above which allows us to extend the collection {g{: / = 1.m}; so we may

suppose that fx(cx U c2) lies in Fx -Fx. Since Fx is not the planar surface

with three boundary components and no loop essential in Fj is inessential in Fx,

we may suppose that f{cx) is not freely homotopic to a loop in 9Fj. Thus since

Fj is good, fx{cx) is not freely homotopic to a loop in 9M.  The reader should

notice the trick that allows us to assume that /x(cj U c2) C F, - Fj as it will

be used again below without further justification. We shall say that fx is con-

structed using f\Ax. Since a regular neighborhood of Xf for i = 1,. . . , n meets

both/-1(int(M2)) and/-1(M-M2), there is a smallest integer/ such that

Aty u/0,+ i) hes on F3. Let A = \J{=2A{ andg= f\I. Let (M, p) he the

infinite cyclic covering of M associated with Fx. Let g: A —*■ M be a map such

that pg = g.  Then it can be seen that if F is a component of p~i(Fx U F3),

gi~1(F) contains at most a single simple loop. Let Fj and F3 respectively be the

components of p-1(Fx U F3) on which g(\x) and ¿(X) lie. Let Mt be the clo-

sure of the component of M - (Fx U F3) in which g(int(A)) lies.

It is a consequence of Theorem 3 or the theorem in [14] that there is an

embedding g : A —*■ Mx such that

(I) gt: nx{A) —>• 7T,(Mj) is monic.
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(2) Pg{\)=fx{c2).

(3) pgÇKj) C F3 - F3.

(4) g~xP~x{Fx U F3) is a collection of essential simple loops.

(5) PgQi) lies in a regular neighborhood in Fx U F3 of /(Xf) for i = 2,

...,/-l.

It is a consequence of (5) above that we may suppose pg{A) D {{Fx - Fx)

U (F3 - F3)) = pg(dÄ). We next apply the theorem [14] to the map pg to find

an embedding ft: A —» M such that A(9.4) = pg(dA). After the usual argument

we may suppose that

(1) h~x(Fx U F3) is a collection of simple essential loops.

(2) ft-1((F1-F1)U(F3-F3)) = 9^1.

(3) There does not exist a map hx homotopic to ft rel 9.4 such that

hJx(Fx U F3) contains fewer loops than h~x(Fx U F3).

Let/2 =h.

We next apply Lemma 5.9 or Theorem 2 to f\Aj+x to find an embedding

/3: (A, dA) —► (M, F3) such that

(1) /3(c,) = /2(c2).

(2) /3(a) is not homotopic rel its endpoints to an arc in F3.

(3) f'3(c2) lies in a regular neighborhood in F3 of /(X/+ x).

Since f'3(c2) is simple, we may replace f3 by an embedding f3 satisfying (1) and

(2) above such that f3(c2) lies on F3 - F3.

Suppose we have constructed f¡ and f¡+ x. We then use the same technique

to construct fi+2 as that used to construct f¡ except that after we use f\An to

construct some fk, we will need to use f\Ax to construct fk+ x. Similarly after

we reuse f\Ax to construct some fk, we must reuse f\Ä to construct fk+x, etc.

Note that f¡(cx) and f¡(c2) axe simple loops freely homotopic in the closure of

(Fj - Fj U F3 - F3) to a component of d(Fx U F3). We suppose fx, fx+k,

A+2fc> and/t + 3fc are constructed using f\Ax. Since/(X„) is freely homotopic

in Fj to a loop on 9Fj or the component of Fx on which /(X„) lies is a planar

surface with three boundary components, some pair of loops among fx{cx),

Ä+fc(ci)> Ä+2&(ci)> an(i Ä + 3fc(ci) must be freely homotopic. It will be seen

below that which pair is freely homotopic is not relevant so we may suppose for

our convenience that/^Cj) and fk+x{cx) are freely homotopic and, after a homo-

topy, fk{c2) = fx(cx). We suppose that K is the union of annuli Ax, . . . , Ak

such that A¡ H .4i+1 = X; is a component of bA¿ for /' = 1, . . . , k - 1 and

Ak n Ax = \k. We define f.K-*Mhy f(A¡) = f¡(A) for 1 < i < k so that /
will be continuous and note that any collection of embeddings as the f¡ deter-

mine a singular map as /.   After a small motion of /, we may suppose that

/|/-1((F1 - Fj) U (F3 - F3)) is a homeomorphism.

We wish to show that /is essential. We observe that f(\j) is freely homo-
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topic to f¡(cx) fot 1 < /' and 1 </ < k so the loop f(jhj) is not freely homotopic

to a loop on 9M since Fj is good. It is a consequence of Lemma 5.4 that /*:

irx(K) —► 7Tj(M) is monic since fx+: ttx(A) —► itx(M) is monic. Thus/is essential

and our claim is established.

We complete the proof of Lemma 5.12 by applying Lemma 5.13 below.

Lemma 5.13. Let F be a good surface in M, K a closed, connected surface

of genus one, and f: K —*Man essential map such that

(1) f~1(F) is the union of a collection of disjoint simple essential loops

Xj, X2,. . . , X„ where n>2.

(2) /(Xj) n U^/ft/) » empty.
(3) f\\. is a homeomorphism for i = 1,. . . ,n and f(Kx) is not freely

homotopic on F to a loop in bF.

(4) The closures of the components ofK _U?= i \ are annuli Ax,...,An.

(5) /|int(y4,-) is a homeomorphism.

(6) /: (A¡, bAj) —*■ (M, F) is an F-essential map.

Then there is a closed connected surface Kx of genus one and an essential em-

bedding g: Kx —► M such that g~1{F) is a nonempty collection of essential loops

Xf,. . . , X* and g(kf) is not freely homotopic on F to a loop in bF.

Proof.  Let X(f) = U,^/;1</</<„(/(Xf) n/(Xy)). We assume that/has

been chosen so that

(a) /satisfies conditions (l)-(6) above.

0) /(X,) n f(Kj) n /(X*) is empty ifl</</<*<n.

(c) if/j is homotopic to / and satisfies conditions (a) and (b) above, the

cardinality of X(f) is less than or equal to that of X(fx).

It follows from standard arguments that X(f) is a finite set. We claim X(f)

is empty.

After a homotopy that keeps f~1(F) fixed we may suppose that

cl(f~1f(Aj) O int Aj) is the union of collection of disjoint simple arcs and loops

properly embedded in A¡ where 1 </,/<« and /' ¥= j. Suppose that X(f) is not

empty. Since f(Kx) C\ X{f) is empty there are integers i and / where / ¥= j such

that cl(f~1f{Aj) O int{Aj)) contains an arc ßx having both its endpoints on a

single component of bAj. Now ßx cuts off a disk Vx on Aj. Note that f\Vx is

an embedding.   After the usual arguments, we may suppose that Vx n

f~lfint(Aj) = int(j3j). Let ß2 be the arc on A, such thatf(ßx) = f(ß2). Now

ß2 cuts off a disk V2 on A¡ and f(Vx) U j\V2) is a disk embedded in M.  Let

7j = cl(9Pj - j3j) and y2 = cl(9P2 - j32).  Since F is incompressible in M, f(yx)

U/Í72) hounds a disk V on F  After the usual argument, we may suppose that

each arc in f(Kj) for / — 1,..., n properly embedded in V meets both f(yx)

and f(y2). But it can now be seen that / was not chosen so that X(f) contains a
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minimal number of points since there is a homotopy ft: K —*■ M such that /0 =

/, f7l(F) = U/=i\ for te [0,1], and the cardinality of X(fx) is less than

that of Xif). This establishes our claim.

We continue the proof of Lemma 5.13 with the added assumption that

f\f~1{F) is a homeomorphism. We suppose that/has been chosen subject to

the further restraint that /_1(F) contains as few essential loops as possible but

at least one loop. Let F be a regular neighborhood of F and Fx and F2 the

closures of the components of bd(F) - hd{M). We may suppose that f\f~ 1{R)

is a homeomorphism. Let Bx,. . . , Bn be the closures of the components of

K -f~x{R). Note that f\B¡ is a homeomorphism for i* = 1,. . . , n.

Suppose that i #/, f{dB¡) U /(95;) bounds disjoint annuli Ax and A2 in

Fj U F2, and f{dB¡) meets both dAx and dA2. Then we can find {Fx U F3>

essential embeddings gx, g2 : {A, dA) —► (cl(Ai - R), f{dB¡ U 9F,)) that are

parallel rel {Fx U F3). Note that it is a consequence of Lemma 5.3 that

f(K - {B¡ U Bj)) U gx{A) U g2{A) determines one or two essential maps of a

closed connected surface of genus one. Thus we may suppose that if B¡ and Bj

are as above f{B¡) is parallel to f(Bj) rel {Fx U F3).

Suppose that 1 < i < / < k < n and /(Xf), fCk¡) and fÇKk) lie on a single

annulus embedded in F  Let fx be a map homotopic to / such that /j(X,) =

ACty =fiQ^k)'fííiF) =f~1{F), and/jL4u is a homeomorphism for v = 1,

...,«.   Let A*, A*, and A\ be the closures of the components of K -

(KjUXjU \k). Then it can be seen that fx \Af and fx L4| or fx \(A\* U ¿*)

determines an essential map g: Kx —► M such that g~x(F) contains fewer loops

than does f~1(F); note that such a map will be determined by fx \A\ if/j does

not carry a regular neighborhood of dA\ in Af into a single component of R-F.

It follows that we may suppose that not more than two of the \ are

mapped by / into a single annulus on F.

Suppose that f(Bj) and f(Bj) are in general position with respect to one

another where i ^ / and that f{B¡) n f(Bj) contains an essential loop. Let A J

and A\* be the closures of the components of K - {B¡ U Bj). Suppose /(M*)

meets both Fj and F2. It can be seen that there is an annulus Fjf properly em-

bedded in M - int(F) such that 9Ff = f(dAf). But B\ must be (Fj U F3>

essential and it is a consequence of Lemma 5.3 that we can construct an essential

map fx:Kx—*M such that fx{Kx) = Ff U /L4*) and fxl(F) contains fewer

loops than/-1(F). This contradicts our construction off.

Thus f(dA*) may be supposed to lie on Fx. If the loops in f(dA f) do not

bound an annulus on Fj, we can find an annulus B\ properly embedded in

M- int(F) such that dBf = f(dAf). Note that FJ is Fj-essential since otherwise

it is a consequence of Proposition 3.2 that 9Ff bounds an annulus on Fj. Now

there is an essential map /, : Kx —*M such that fx (Kx ) = Ff U f{Af) and/fx (F)
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contains fewer loops than f~1(F). Since this contradicts our construction of F,

we may suppose that /(9^*) bounds an annulus on Fj. Similarly f(bAf) bounds

an annulus on Fx U F2.  It follows that f(bBx) U f(bB2) bounds a pair of dis-

joint annuli on Fj U F2 and that f(Bx) meets both of these annuli.  But then in

our construction off, j\Bx) andj\B2) were chosen to be parallel rel (Fj U F2).

This is a contradiction and j\Bj) n j\Bj) contains no essential loops if i + j.

Since n2{M) = 0, it can be shown that there is a map fx homotopic to /

rel R such that fx(Bj) D fx{Bj) is empty if 1 < i < j < n.  Lemma 5.13 follows.

VI. The torus theorem. In this section we state and prove Waldhausen's

"torus theorem."

Theorem 4. Let M be a compact, irreducible 3*nanifold with nonvacuous

boundary. If M admits an essential map of a torus, M admits an essential embed-

ding of either a torus or an annulus.

Proof.  Let /: T —*■ M be an essential map. Suppose V is a disk properly

embedded in M.  We suppose that / is in general position with respect to V. Then

f~liß) can contain no essential simple loops since /„: 7tx{T) —► nx{M) is monic.

It is not difficult to see that / is homotopic to a map fx : T —► M such that

fx(T)(~\V is empty since ir2(M) = 0. It follows that we may assume that 9M is

incompressible.

Let M = Mj and M,, F¡ C M¡, ü(Fj) C M¡ fot 1 < i < n be a special hier-

archy for Mj with respect to /. We may suppose that k is an integer, f{T) C Mk,

and if/j is any map homotopic to / such that fx{T) C Mk, fx{T) n Ffc is not

empty. We claim that either Mk admits an essential map or / is homotopic to a

map into 9Mfc.

Since / may be chosen so that f(T) does not meet any disk V properly em-

bedded in Mk, we may suppose that Fk is not a disk and 9Mfc is incompressible

inMfc. Suppose that/: T—*-Mk is not essential. Let Xx and X2 be simple loops

on T which meet at a single point and cross at that point. Then / is homotopic

in Mk to a map fx such that fx(Kx) C bMk. We split T along Xj to obtain an

annulus A. Now fx induces a map f: {A, bA) —*■ (Mk, bMk). If /is essential,

our claim is established. Otherwise by Proposition 3.2,/is homotopic rel bA to

a map into 9Mfc since bMk is incompressible and 7r2(Mfc) = 0. It follows that /

is homotopic to a map into bMk and our claim is established.

If/j : T —*■ bMk is a map homotopic to / and Tx — fx(T), Tx is a torus

since bMk is incompressible in Mk, irx(Mk) —► itx(M) is monic, and/j*(n-j(7)) =

Z (BZ C itx(Tx). Thus it can be seen that Tx is incompressible in M  Since fx

is essential, Tx is essential in Mj and Theorem 4 follows.

Thus we may suppose that /: T—*Mk is essential in Mk. It is a conse-

quence of Lemma 5.7 that if Mk admits an essential embedding of an annulus or
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a torus, Mx = M admits an essential embedding of an annulus or a torus. Thus

we may proceed with the added hypothesis that: if/j is any map homotopic to

/ and F is any good surface in M, fx {T) n F is not empty.

If/is W-essential, Theorem 4 is a consequence of Lemma 5.4. If Fis planar

and x(F) = -1, Theorem 4 is a consequence of Lemma 5.10.

Let Fj be a good surface properly embedded in M.  After a general position

argument, we may suppose that f~x{Fx) is the union of a collection of disjoint

simple loops. We assume that / has been chosen so that the number of loops in

this collection is minimal. Suppose some loop X C/-1(Fj) is inessential. Let

the disk V be a regular neighborhood of the disk bounded by X on T.  Since Fj

is incompressible, /(X) is inessential on Fj and f(dV) is nullhomotopic in M - Fx.

Let /j be a map such that fx \{T - V) = f\{T - V) and fx(V) n Fj is empty.

Since ir2{M) = 0,fx is homotopic to/.  The existence of fx contradicts the min-

imality condition on /so we may suppose that f~x{Fx) is a collection of disjoint

simple essential loops.

Let Ax,.... An he the closures of the components of T-f~x{Fx). Our

minimality condition above insures that /|^4,- is not homotopic rel A¡ H/-1(Fj)

to a map into Fj. Let F be a regular neighborhood of Fj.

Suppose for some /, /L4 ) meets only one component of F - Fj. It is a

consequence of Lemma 5.12 that there is an essential embedding/ K —*■ M

where A* is a closed, connected surface of genus one. If K is a torus, we are

finished.  Otherwise let N be a regular neighborhood of/(F). Now N is orientable,

so dN is a torus and 7Tj (9A0 —► 7Tj (M) is a monic since /* is monic. Now f~x (Fx )

contains a simple loop X such that /(X) is not freely homotopic to a loop in 9Fj.

Since Fj is orientable one component of N C\ Fx is an annular neighborhood of

fjK). It follows that dN is an essential torus in M since a loop in dN C\FX is not

freely homotopic to a loop in dM.

We suppose for all / where 1 < /' < n, /L4f) meets both components of

R - Fj and that M does not admit an essential embedding of A.  It is a conse-

quence of Lemma 5.11 that there is a surface K such that x(*v) = 0 and a map

f.K—^Msuch that

(1) /-1(Fj) is a collection of disjoint simple essential loops.

(2) The restriction of/to each component of f~x(Fx) is a homeomorphism.

(3) The restriction of/to each component of K-f~x(Fx) is a homeo-

morphism and the closure of each component of K - f~x{Fx) is an annulus.

(Note that if f~x(Fx) is connected, /is an embedding and the proof is completed

as above.)

If the image under /of some component of K-f~x (Fx ) meets only one

component of F - Fj, we appeal to Lemma 5.12 and complete the proof of

Theorem 4 as above. We suppose that /has been chosen so that the images of
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the loops in /  1(FX) are in general position with respect to one another on Fx.

Let Xx,. . . , X„ be the components of f~1(Fx) and

x<f)=      U     Wn/ity).
i#/;l </</'<»

We suppose that X(f) is a finite set and that if 1 < i < j < k < n, fÇKj) n f(\j) n

/(Xfc) is empty. Suppose that ßx and )32 are arcs embedded in fÇKj) and /(X.) re-

spectively such that

(a) bßx=bß2=ßxnß2.

(b) ßx U ß2 bounds a disk VinFx.

(c) For each arc ß C U7=i/t\) properly embedded in V, ß meets both ßx

and ß2.

Then it can be shown that /is homotopic to a map fx such that X(fx) con-

tains fewer points than X(f) so that fx1(Fx) = /_1(^i) and fx satisfies (l)-(3)

above. Thus we may suppose that no such ßx and ß2 exist. Let Ax,. . . , An he

the closures of the components of K -f~1(Fx). After a general position argu-

ment, we may assume that the closure of A¡ C\f~1f~1f(int(Aj)) is the union of a

collection of disjoint simple arcs and loops for all i, / such that 1 < i" < / < n.

Suppose there are arcs ax and Oj properly embedded in A¡ and A. respectively

such that f(ax) = /(o^) and ax and Oj are not spanning arcs of A¡ and Aj respec-

tively. Let Pj be the disk on A¡ cut off by aj and V2 be the disk on Aj cut off

by a2. Observe that j\Vx) O j\Aj) is a collection of disjoint simple arcs and loops

properly embedded in the embedded disk jXOx). Thus by making appropriate

choices for ax and a^, we may assume that f(Vx) D f(Aj) contains a collection of

simple loops and exactly one arc f(ax) = f(ot2). Let ßx and ß2 he the closures of

f(bVx ~ax) and /(9i?2 - a2) respectively. Then ßx U j32 bounds a singular disk

KOx) U f(V2) in M so /?x U 02 bounds a disk V on Fx. It follows from the usual

argument that we may suppose that each arc in V O /(/v) properly embedded in

V meets both ßx and 02. This contradicts our assumption on the minimality of

X(f), so we may assume that each arc in the closure of A¡ Df~1f{int{Aj)) and

properly embedded in A¡ is a spanning arc of A¡.

If /l/-1(Fj) is an embedding, Theorem 4 is an immediate consequence of

Lemma 5.13.

Let N be a regular neighborhood of j\K). Let G = N n Fx. Let JV be the

manifold obtained by splitting N along G and F: Ñ—+Nthe natural identification

map. Denote the copies of G in bÑ n P~1(G) by Gj and G2 and observe that

Gj and G2 need not be connected. Let/; be f\A¡ for i = 1,.. ., n and f¡.

Ai—*Ñbe the map induced by ft. Suppose jUj is a simple loop in Gj. Then

we claim that jUj is freely homotopic in Ñ to a loop in G2. Since j\K) is a defor-

mation retract of N, {\J"=xf^Aj)) n Gj is a deformation retract of Gj. Thus ux

is freely homotopic in Gj to a loop in \J"=xf¡(bAj). If ux is freely homotopic
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to a loop X in f^dAf) in Gx, px is freely homotopic in N to a loop in G2 since

X is freely homotopic in f¡{A¡) to a loop in /¡{dAj) - X.  Let

X=      (J      ifßAt)C\fßAj)).
Ki<j<m

Now /ij is homotopic in Gx to a loop p2 C U"=1^.(9ylf) where p2 is the union

of embedded arcs ßx(t), . . . , ßs(t) for t in [0, 1] such that

(1) p\njr = 9p\for/=l,...,S;

(2) (3,.(l) = p\+i(0)fori=l,...,S-l;

(3) ßx(0) = ßs(l).
Note that a point in X lying on f¡(A¡) determines a spanning arc in f¡iA¡) that

lies in fßi) n fj(A¡) where 1 </ < S and / * i. Thus if /?,. lies on f^Aj), dßj

determines two spanning arcs ax and a2 on f^Af). These spanning arcs are not

necessarily disjoint.  Consider the arc on f¡(A¡) obtained by running along ax

from the component of dflAf) not meeting j3f to the component of df\A¡) meet-

ing ßj, along ßj and then along o^ to the component of df^Aj) not containing 0,-.

This arc is homotopic rel its endpoints to an arc ß\ in df¡iA¡). Thus for each ßt,

there is a natural way to associate a ß\ C G2 for /' = 1,. . . , S with ßv Further-

more we can fit the homotopies above together in a natural way to form a free

homotopy from p2 to Uf=1ß,'. This completes the proof of our claim.

It is a consequence of our claim above and the theorem in [14] that if X is

a simple loop in Gj, there is an annulus A embedded in N such that A C\GX —\

andÄr)G2=dÄ-\.

Note that each component of 3G which is nullhomotopic in M bounds a

disk on Fj.  Let G* be the submanifold of Fj obtained by attaching all such

disks to G.  Now any loop in G* that is nullhomotopic in Fj is nullhomotopic in

G*.  Since f~x (G*) contains an essential loop, no component of G* is a disk.  If

a component G* of G* is an annulus, / carries the components of f~x {Gf) to

disjoint loops and as a consequence of Lemma 5.13 /may be taken to be an em-

bedding. Now Theorem 4 follows as above. If G* is planar and has exactly three

boundary components f\f~x(G*) may be taken to be an embedding. It is a

consequence of Lemma 5.13 that /could be taken to be an embedding and

Theorem 4 would follow as above.

We suppose then that if a component of G* is planar it has at least four

boundary components. Let Xj,. .. , \ be a collection of essential simple loops

properly embedded in G such that

(1) Arcs (3j C X| and ß2 C Xy do not exist where ßx U ß2 bounds a disk on

G*for 1 <i<j<r.

(2) G* - (Ui=i \ u 9G*) is a collection of open annuli (or a disk if G*

is closed).
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(3) U/=i\ is a deformation retract of G* if G* is not closed.

(4) X,- n X;- contains at most two points for 1 </</</■.

The reader may observe that Xf O X;- for 1 < / < / < r may be assumed to be a

single point if G* is not planar.

Let Äx,. . . , Ar be a collection of annuli properly embedded in N such

that

(1) PßinGx) = \ifoti=l,...,r.

(2) A¡ n G2 is a loop in int(G2) for i = 1,. . ., r.

After the usual cutting argument, we may suppose that A¡ n Aj is a collection of

disjoint spanning arcs for 1 <>i<j <r.

Let Nx be a regular neighborhood of G* U \Jri=xP(Aj). It is not difficult

to see that if one splits Nx along Fx n Nx, one obtains a 3-manifold homeo-

morphic to G* x [0, 1] since G* is a deformation retract of Nx C\ Fx. Let Gf

be a component of G*. Then it can be seen that Nx is a bundle with base S1

and fibre GJ. Since Nx is an orientable 3-manifold, 97VX is an orientable 2-mani-

fold.  Since .¡Vx is a bundle with base S1 and fibre GJ, 9-iVx is a collection of tori.

Since 9M is not empty, bNx is not empty. Let Tx he a component of bNx. We

claim Tx is incompressible in M.  Let Xx be a simple loop in Tx C\ Fx. Since

"i(G*) —► Ti (Fj) is monic, Xj is essential in M.  Let X2 be a simple loop on Tx

that meets each loop in Tx n Fx in a single point and crosses Fj at each point in

X2 H Fj. Then the intersection number of X2 and Fj can be seen to be the same

as the cardinality of Fj n X2. Suppose [X] G nx(Tx) is an element such that X

is an inessential loop in M  Then [X] = Sj[Xj] + s2[X2]. Since the intersection

number of Xj and Fx is not zero and that of X2 and Fj is zero, sx = 0. Since

X2 is not nullhomotopic on Fx and Fx is incompressible in M, s2 = 0. Thus

[X] = 0 G itx(Tx) and Tx is incompressible in M  If Tx is not parallel to a com-

ponent of 9M, Tx is an essential embedding of a torus in M and Theorem 4

follows.

Otherwise it can be seen that Nx is a deformation retract of M and M may

be taken to be a bundle with base S1 and fibre Fj. It follows that G* is connect-

ed as is the regular neighborhood in Fj of Fj D j\K). Denote such a neighbor-

hood by F  Then it can be seen that nx(F) —+ 7Tj(Fj) is an epimorphism.

We claim that M has a finite sheeted cyclic covering (M, p) homeomorphic

to Fj x S1. If this is true, there is an essential map /: 04, 9.4) —* (M, bM)

since Fj is not a disk. But then pf: (A, bA) —> (M, bM) is an essential map and

Theorem 4 will follow from Theorem 2.

The proof of Theorem 4 will be complete when we establish the claim

above. Let k be the number of loops in f~1(Fx). Let (M*, 17) be the k-sheeted

cyclic covering of M associated with Fx. Then there is an embedding gx: K —►

M* such that qgx =f. Let p*: M* —► M* be a generator of the group of cover-
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ing translations. Now p*'gx(K) n p*'gx(K) is the union of a collection of disjoint

simple loops for 0 < i </ < k since the closure of A¡ n/-1/(int(4.)) is a col-

lection of disjoint simple spanning arcs of A¡ and simple loops in A¡ for I < / <

Let Fj be a component of p~1(Fx). Let k¡¡ be the intersection number of

Fj and any loop in p*'^j(F) n p^g^K) that meets FJ. If no loop in p*'gx(K)

n P*%i {K) meets Fx, let Kf/- = 1 for 0 < / < / < k. Let k be the least common

multiple of the /cf- and 2.

Let (M, px) be the k-sheeted cyclic covering space of M* associated with

Fj. Then we claim there is an embedding h¡: T —*■ M such that Pjftf(7) =

p*%{K) and (h¡iT), p|ft,(T)) is a K-sheeted cyclic covering of p*'gx{K) for 0 <

i<K. Clearly we need only show that p^g^K) is a torus. Since, for each

simple loop X C J1"1<7-1(F1), /ST - X is an open annulus, each non orientable loop

on K has odd intersection number with X. Thus pxxgx{K) is a torus.

Let p = <7Pj. Then {M, p) is a k * K-sheeted cyclic covering of M.  Let Fx

be a component of p~1{Fx). Note that each simple loop in h¡(T) n hj(T) meets

Fj in at most a single point for 0 </'</< k. Split M along Fj to obtain a 3-

manifold A^.  LetP:N —► M be the natural identification map and n¡: (A, dA)

—*■ (N, dN) the maps induced by the A,-: T —*■ M for 0 < i < k.

We suppose that for each i where 0 < i < k there, is a / < i where 0 < /

such that h¡(A) H ft;(4) contains a spanning arc of /jf(4). This is possible since

|Ji_o(A/(7) n Fj) is connected although it may be necessary to reorder the sub-

scripts on the A,- for 0 < i < k.

We have that ft0(4) n hx{A) is a collection of disjoint simple loops and

spanning arcs. Using standard techniques, we can find proper embeddings h'0: A

—* N and ft \ : A —*■ N such that

(1) fi'jidA) = fijidA) for / = 0, 1.
(2) h'0(A) n Ä'j(4) is the union of a collection of disjoint simple spanning

arcs.

(3) h'0{A)nh'x{A)cfi0{A)nfix{A).
Since h'0{A) and h0{A) differ only on the interior of the union of a collection of

disjoint disks on A and n2{N) = 0, h'0(A) and fi0{A) are homotopic rel ñQ(dA).

Similarly hx(A) and ft'j04) are homotopic rel hxidA). Thus if 2 < / < k and

h'jiA) is homotopic rel 3ÄJ(i4) to îijiA) and if at is a spanning arc of h\(A) in

ftj(i4) n ft'0(4), etj is homotopic rel its endpoints to a spanning arc in fiJ(A) O

Â0(/l). A similar statement holds for a spanning arc h'¡iA) in ftj(4) n Aj(i4).

Let A^j be a regular neighborhood of h'0{A) U VX{A) in Áí  Let Gx be a

regular neighborhood of {h0{T) U Aj(T)) n Fj in Fx. We may suppose that

F-1Gj = A^j n F_1(Fj). Since h'0{A) n %'X{A) is a collection of disjoint simple

sparming arcs of h'0{A) and h'x{A), there is a homeomorphism 6X: Gx x [0, 1]
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—► Nx such that

(1) ê_x(Gx x[0,l])=Nx.
(2) 6X(GX x {0, 1}) = F"1GX.

(3) There are simple loops p.0 and nx on Gx such that 0x(juo x [0, 1]) =

^04) and 0_xOix x [0, I]) = h'x(A).

(4) P6x(x, 0) = P9x(x, 1) for x G Gx.

Suppose that irx(Gx) —♦ 7rx(Fx) is not monic. Then there is a disk Vx embedded

in F_1(FX) such that Vx Ctp-1(GX) = bVx. Thus there is a component ax of

9GX such that dx(ax x {/}) = bVx for/ = 0 or 1. We suppose 6x(ax x {0}) =

bVx. Since 0x(ax x [0, 1]) U Vx is an embedded disk and P~1FX is incompres-

sible, 0x(ax x {1}) bounds a disk V2 embedded in F_1(FX). Now V2 n

P_1(GX) = bV2 and Vx U V2 U 0x(<zx x [0, 1]) is a 2-sphere S2 embedded in

N.  It is a consequence of Theorem 8.1 in [15] that N is irreducible. Thus S

bounds a 3-ball 5  embedded in N.  It follows that 0X can be extended to a

homeomorphism of (Gj U.P(i?j)) x [0, 1] onto A^j U53. Since Gx has only

finitely many boundary components, we may suppose that there is a surface Gj

embedded in Fj such that Gj D Gx and 7Tj(Gj) —► itx(Fx) is monic. Applying

the argument given above inductively, we may suppose that there is an embedding

0X:GX x [0, 1] —»-ÍVthat extends 0j such that

(1) 0j(G, x {0,1}) = F"1GX.

(2) There are loops ju« and nx on Gx such that 0xfjuo x [0, 1]) = h'0(A)

anddx(jix x [0, 1]) = ÂJ>04).

(3) P6x(x, 0) = P0x(x, 1) for x G Gx.

Note that 0X(3GX x [0, 1] ) is a collection of disjoint incompressible annuli in N.

Suppose that p.0,. . . , ¡xk, Gk, and 0k have been defined as above for

k <n. After an argument similar to those given above, we may assume that

h'k+x(A) n 6k(bGk x [0, 1]) is a nonempty collection of disjoint simple arcs.

Thus nk+x(A) n 9k(Gk x [0, 1]) is a nonempty collection of disks properly em-

bedded in 9k(Gk x [0, 1]).

Note that if ñ'¡(cx) is freely homotopic to a component of 0k(bGk x {0, 1})

in 9k(bGk x {0, 1}), the loop FÂ,'(cx) = h¡(T) n Fx is isotopic in Fx to a loop

that fails to meet hj(T) n Fx for / ¥> i, 0 </ < k.  This implies that there are arcs

ßx and j32 in j\K) n Fx such that ßx D ß2 = bßx = bß2,ßx U ß2 bounds a disk

onFxand/?x (ß2) lies in the image of a component of f~l(Fx). This contradicts

an earlier hypothesis.

We proceed with the assumption that h'¡(cx) and h\(c2) are not freely homo-

topic in Fx to loops in bP~lGk for 0 < i < k.  We may also assume that each

disk V in h'k+x(A) n 6k(Gk x [0, 1]) contains a spanning arc of h'k+x(A) and

one of the annuli h\(A) where 0 < i < k.  Suppose V n h'Q(A) contains a spanning

arc of h'k+x{A). We show that V is isotopic rel bV H 6k(Gk x {0, 1}) to a
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product disk i.e., ß x [0,1] where ß is an arc properly embedded in Gk. We may

assume that V n h'0(A) is the union of a collection of simple spanning arcs of

K0(A). Let ax be a spanning arc in this collection. Let l?j be the closure of one

component of V - ax. We may suppose that Vx n h'0(A) = ax. Now ctj is homo-

topic rel its endpoints to a spanning a'j in ft0G4) n hk+x{A) such that P(da'x) is

a single point. Thus there is a point xx in Gk such that 0k({jtj} x {0, 1}) =

3o¡j.

We will show that the arc ax is homotopic rel its endpoints to

0fc({*!} x [0,1]). Let (f>k: Gk x [0, 1] -* Gk be defined by <¡>k{x, t) = x for

jc in Gk, tin [0,1]. Let ß0 = Qn 0k{Gk x {0}) and ßx = V n dk{Gk x {1}).

Now <f>kKl%) = hKl^i) since P(ß0) = P(ßx) for P8k({xx} x {0}) =

Pdk({xx} x {1}). Thus <pkdk 1: V—*Gk determines a map of either an annulus

or a möbius band into Gk. Since Ph'k+ x {A) is orientable, we see that (¡>k6k x : V

—► Gk determines a map ek: {A, dA) —* {Gk, bGk).

Consider the map e~k: A —» Gk induced by <t>kQkx \VX • If ë"fc* is monic,

/i0 is homotopic to a loop in dGk which we have shown leads to a contradiction.

It follows that e~k(cx) and e~k(c2) are nullhomotopic in Gk. Thus the loop

<t>iß~kX{Qx n h'jiA)) is nullhomotopic and the arc ax is homotopic rel its bound-

ary to 0j({jfj} x [0, 1]) as was to be shown.

It follows that after a homotopy of Kk+ x rel dA, we may suppose that

6kx{h'k+x{A)) is a collection of product disks i.e. <¡>kdkx0ik+x{A)) is a collection

of arcs. But now 9k can be extended in an obvious way to dk+1: Gk+X x

[0, 1] —*Ñwhere Fj 2 Gk+ ,26tso that

(D 0fc+1(Gfc+j x {0,1}) = /»-»(<?*+1)-

(2) There are loops p0, . . . , pk+x on Gfc+j such that Bk+Xini x [0, 1])

= h'XA) for / = 1.k + 1.

(3) P0k+x{x,0)=P6k+x{x,l)foix<=Gk+x.

(4) ffj (Gk+j ) —► it j (Fj ) is monic.

It follows that there is an embedding 0K: GK x [0, 1] —>A^ such that

(1) P0K{x, 0) = P0k(jc, 1) for x E GK.

(2) PdK(GK x {0})DUr=o MT)nFx.

(3) 0K* is monic.

Since dK{GK x {0,1}) D \J^^h'ßA), 0K* is onto. Thus PdK(GK x {0} is a

deformation retraction of Fj. But it can now be seen that P0K{GK x [0, 1]) is

homeomorphic to GK x Sx and is a deformation retraction of M.  It follows that

M is homeomorphic to GK x Sx and Theorem 4 follows.

VII. Other theorems and applications.

Theorem 5. Let M be a compact, bounded, irreducible orientable 3-mani-

fold. If M admits an S-essential map, M admits an essential embedding A: T —*■ M.
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Proof.  Let /: T —> M be an S-essential map. By Theorem 4, M admits an

essential embeddinggx: (A, bA) —*■ (M, bM) or an essential embedding A: T—+

M.  Assume the former and that /is not homotopic to a map fx such that fx(T)

n gx(A) is empty. It is a consequence of Lemma 5.6 that there is an embedding

A: T—*-Msuch that h~l(T) contains a simple loop X so that A(X) is freely homo-

topic in gx(A) to a loop in bgx(A) and A* is monic. We may suppose that Xj is

a simple essential loop in f~l(gx(A)). Since Xj is essential and/is 5-essential

/(Xj) is not freely homotopic to a loop in 9M.  Since /(Xx) is freely homotopic to

a loop in gx{bA), /(Xj) is freely homotopic to a multiple of A(X) and A(X) is not

freely homotopic to a loop in 9M.  Thus A is essential.

If /is homotopic to a map/j such that fx (T) n gx(A) is empty, we trade /

for/, and assume j\T) n gx(A) is empty. Let Mj be the manifold obtained by

removing the interior of a regular neighborhood of gx(A) from M.  If /: T —* Mx

is essential, we repeat the argument above. As a result of this argument, either we

find an essential embeddingg2: (A, bA) —♦ (Mj, 9Mj) or an embedding h: T—+

Mj such that A: T —*■ M is essential. In case we find g2 : A —*■ Mx and / is homo-

topic to a map fx such that fx(T) n g2(A) is empty, we suppose that f(T) n g2(A)

is empty and let M2 be the 3-manifold obtained from Mj by removing the interior

of a regular neighborhood of g2(A) from Mx. If/is not homotopic to a map

such that f(T) ng2(A) is empty, we find a map A: T—*MX as above so that

A: T —► M is essential.

We continue the process above until either we have found an essential map

A: T—+Motf: T—+M¡CMi& inessential in M¡. Note that we have constructed

a partial hierarchy for M and the process above must terminate.

Suppose 9M; is not incompressible in M¡. Then there is a disk V properly

embedded in M¡ such that 9P is essential in 9Mf. We may suppose that /"l (V)

is the union of a collection of simple loops. If X in f~1(V), X is nullhomotopic

on T since /„, is monic. Thus after the usual argument we may suppose that f(T)

O Q is empty. It can now be seen that we can assume that bM¡ is incompressible

and M¡ is irreducible. It follows from standard arguments that /is homotopic to

a map into 9Mf. Suppose that/j: T—*■ bM¡ is homotopic to/. Let Tx =fx(T).

Note that fx: T—*TX is homotopic to a covering map by Lemma 1.4.3 in

[15] since /1¡|t: itx(T) —* nx(Tx) is monic and that Tx is a torus. Let A: T—*■

Tx be an embedding. Then A*: itx(T) —+ itx(M) is monic since 9Mf is incompres-

sible in M¡ (and in M). It can now be seen that A is an essential map. This com-

pletes the proof of Theorem 5.

Theorem 6.  Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible, boundary irre-

ducible 3-manifold. Let the torus Tx be a component of bM. Suppose M admits

an essential embedding g: (A, bA) —-> (M, Tx). Ifg(A) separates M, we denote
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the closures of the components of M- g(A) by Mx andM2. Then either M admits

an essential embedding of T or g(A) separates M and M¡ is either a solid torus or

homeomorphic to T x [0,1] for j = 1,2.

Proof.   Let Ax and A2 be the closures of the components of Tx -g($A).

Let gj\ T —* M he an embedding such that gj{T) is parallel to the torus A- U g{A)

for/ =1,2.  If gx is not essential, eithergx#: irx(T) —*■ nx(M) is not monic or

gx(T) is parallel to a component of dM.  In the former case, the usual argument

shows gx (T) bounds a solid torus N in M.  Since Tx is incompressible in M, Tx is

not contained in N.  Thus g(A) is not contained in N.  This shows that Afj may

be taken to be a solid torus.

In the latter case gx{T) and a component F of 3AÍ bound a submanifold N

of M homeomorphic to T x [0, 1]. Since g is essential, F=£TX and g(A) is not

contained in N.  Since gx(T) is parallel to Ax Ug(A), the desired manifold Mx is

the union of N with the submanifold of M bounded by gx{T) and Ax U g(A).

We observe that dMx - (bN-gx(T)) U Ax V g{A).

A similar argument establishes the existence of the desired M2. This com-

pletes the proof of Theorem 6.

Corollary to Theorem 6. Let M be the knot space of a knot K. If M

admits an essential map of a torus but not an essential embedding of a torus, K

is a torus knot.

Proof.  This result follows immediately from Theorem 4 and Theorem 6.

We observe that Theorem 7 below gives a partial answer to question T on

p. 101 in [8]. Theorem 7 also seems to be related to problem 4, p. 168 in [7].

This question has been partially answered in [4].

Theorem 7. Let M be the space of a knot K. Suppose itx(M) has a sub-

group A isomorphic to Z ®Z such that A is not conjugate to a subgroup of a

peripheral subgroup of itx {M). Then either K is a torus knot or M admits an

essential embedding g: T'—* M such that g*irx{T) is not conjugate to a subgroup

of a peripheral subgroup of irx(M).

Proof.  Let /: T —> M be a map such that f*nx{T) = AC nx(M). Note

that / is essential since if / were homotopic to a map into dM, A would be con-

jugate to a subgroup of a peripheral subgroup of ttx {M). Thus by Theorem 6

either K. is a torus knot or M admits an essential embedding g: T —► M.   But since

g(T) is not parallel to dM, g*nx{T) is not conjugate to a subgroup of itx(dM) Ç

ttx(M). This completes the proof of Theorem 7.

In Theorem 8 below we give a positive answer to question 3 on p. 24 in [9]

in case M is a bounded, irreducible, orientable 3-manifold and the surface in ques-

tion has genus one. An example in [13] shows that Theorem 8 does not hold if
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either M is not required to be bounded or M is not irreducible.

Theorem 8.    Let M be a compact, bounded, irreducible, orientable 3-

manifold. Let f: T—*-Mbe a map such that/*: itx(T) —*■ itx(M) is monic.  Then

there exists an embedding g: T—► M such that g*. nx(T) —► rtx(M) is monic.

Proof.  Let V be a disk properly embedded in M. After a homotopy we

may suppose that /_1(P) is the union of a collection of disjoint simple loops.

Since /„ is monic, each loop in f~l (V) is inessential on T.  Thus we may suppose

that/-1 (17) is empty and 9Mis incompressible.

If/is 5-essential Theorem 8 is a consequence of Theorem 5.

If /is homotopic to a map into 9M, one component of 9Mis an incompres-

sible torus embedded in M and Theorem 8 follows.

Thus we may suppose that / is W-essential. It is a consequence of Theorem

4 that M admits an essential embedding of either a torus or an annulus. In case

of the former, Theorem 8 follows. Otherwise we assume that / is in general posi-

tion with respect to an essential annulus ^4X in M  If/is not homotopic to a

map fx such that fx(T)OAx is empty Theorem 8 is a consequence of Lemma

5.6. Otherwise we assume that j\T) n Ax is empty and remove the interior of a

regular neighborhood of Ax from M to obtain a 3-manifold Mj.

If/: T—► Mx is homotopic to a map into 9MX, Theorem 8 follows as

above. Otherwise we repeat the argument above to obtain an essential embedding

A2 of an annulus in Mx. It is a consequence of the theorem on p. 60 in [15]

that the construction above can be carried out at most finitely many times.

Theorem 8 follows.

Theorem 9. Let M and N be compact, connected, bounded, irreducible

3-manifolds. Let $: irx(M) —► irx(N) be a monomorphism. Suppose that bM is

an incompressible torus and that M admits no essential embedding of an annulus.

Then there is a submanifold Nx of N and a covering map i¡/: M —>NX such that

i//* = 4>: itx(M) —» itx(M).

Remark.   The following example shows that Theorem 9 is false if M is

allowed to admit essential embeddings of annuli:  Let p, q and r be integers and

p and qr relatively prime. Let M be the space of a p, q torus knot and N the

space of a p, qr torus knot. Then irx(M) = ix, y: xp = yq) and itx{N) =

(w, z:vP= zqr). We define a monomorphism $: nx(M) —* nx(N) by setting

$(x) = w and $(y) = zr and extending in the natural way. We observe that

4>(7rx(M)) is not of finite index in itx(N) since Or, y: xp = yq, y = 1> is a finite

group while <vv, z: wp = zqr, zr = 1> is isomorphic to the free product of the

integers mod p with integers mod r which is not finite. Thus since M is compact,

Mis not a finite sheeted covering of N.  Schubert has shown in [10] that a torus
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knot has no companions. Thus if Theorem 9 held, M would be a finite sheeted

covering space ofN.  This is impossible.

Proof of Theorem 9.  Using standard techniques, we can find a map

f: M—*-Nsuch that/* = $ since n2{N) = 0. Suppose V is a disk properly em-

bedded in N such that dV is essential in dN.  Then / is homotopic to a map fx

such that/^'d?) is the union of a (possibly empty) collection of disjoint disks

properly embedded in M by Lemma 1.1 in [3]. Since dM is incompressible and

ir2{M) = 0, we may assume thatfJx(V) is empty. We replace / by/j. Thus we

may suppose that f(M) lies in the complement of the interior of a regular neigh-

borhood of V- It follows that we may suppose that dN is incompressible.

Suppose A is an essential annulus properly embedded in N.  As above we

may assume that/-104) is a collection of disjoint annuli properly embedded in

M.  Since M admits no essential annuli, these annuli are parallel to annuli in dM.

It follows that we may suppose f~x{A) is empty and thus that N admits no

essential embeddings of annuli.

If/: dM—*■ N'is homotopic to a map into dN, we may suppose that

fidM) C dN.  But then by Theorem 6.1 in [15] ,/is homotopic to a covering

map since M is not homeomorphic to T x [0, 1]. Since this would establish

Theorem 9, we may assume that /: dM —■*■ N is an essential map. By Theorem

4,Nadmits an essential embeddinggx: J —> AT or ft: {A, dA) —*■ {N, dN). We

have assumed that such an A does not exist. Let g¡: T —> N for i = 1, . . . , n

be a maximal collection of essential embeddings such that

(1) g¡{T) n gj{T) is empty for 1 </'</< n.

(2) g¡{T) and gj(T) axe not parallel for 1 < / </ < n.

The hierarchy theorem guarantees the finiteness of this collection.

We assume that /: M —*■ N is transverse with respect to \J"-xg¡{T). It is

a consequence of Lemma 1.1 in [3] that we may take f~x{\J"==xgi{T)) = F to

be an incompressible surface. It can be seen as above that we may suppose no

component of F is an annulus. Thus F is the union of a collection of tori.

Suppose Tx is a component of F and Tx is parallel to dM.  Then /is

homotopic to a map fx : (M, dM) —*• (N, f{Tx )) so that fx xfiJ'x ) is the union of

a nonempty collection of disjoint incompressible tori. We let f = fx without

loss of generality.

lff~xf(dM) = dM, we apply Theorem 6.1 in [15] as above to complete

the proof of Theorem 9. Note that the torus fidM) separates N since it represents

a boundary of a chain in C3(N; Z2). Suppose /~ xf(dM) is not connected.  Let

Nx be the closure of a component ofN-f{dM) that contains a component of

dN.  Let Mx be a component off~x(Nx). Nowf\Mx: (Mx,dMx)-+ (Nx,dNx).

Since f(dMx) does not meet dN, there is no homotopy ft: (Mx, dMx) —*■

(Nx, dNx) such that f0 = f\Mx and fx is a covering map. Thus by Theorem 6
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in [15], there is a homotopy as above such that fx(Mx) Ç bNx. It follows from

standard arguments that we may suppose that /"" 1f(bM) = bM and Theorem 9

follows.

We suppose that /(9M) n \J"=xg¡{T) is empty and/: bM-^-N is not homo-

topic to a map into g¡(T) where 1 < i < n and show this leads to a contradiction.

This will complete the proof of Theorem 9. It is a consequence of Lemma 5.4

that g¡: T —> N is an S-essential map for 1 < i < n since it has been supposed

that N does not admit an essential map of an annulus. Let N2 be a regular neigh-

borhood of \J"=xg¡(T) inNandN3 =N-int(N2). LetNx be the component

of N3 that contains f(bM). By assumption /: 9M —*■ Nx is an essential map.

Thus by Theorem 4 there is an essential embeddinggn+x: T—*NX or an essen-

tial embedding A: (A, bA) —*■ (Nx, bNx). Since g¡, i = 1,. . ., n, is a maximal

collection of essential embeddings gn+ x does not exist. We show below that it

is impossible for A to exist.

Note that A(9^4) does not lie on bN since N admits no essential embeddings

of annuli. If A carries one component of 9.4 to bN and the other to bNx - bN,

one of the g¡ is not 5-essential so we may suppose that h(bA) C bNx - bN.

If A(9.4) is contained in a single component of bNx - bN, it is a consequence

of Theorem 6 that a representative of the generator of 7rx (h(A)) is freely homo-

topic to a loop in bN.  Thus an essential loop on 9JVX - bN is freely homotopic

to a loop in bN.  This is impossible since g¡ is 5-essential for i = 1, . . . , n.

We suppose that A(cx) and A(c2) lie on distinct components of bNx - bN.

We denote these components by Tx and T2 respectively. Suppose that/is homo-

topic to a map fx such that fx(T) n h(A) is empty. Let N2 be a regular neigh-

borhood of Tx U T2 Ug(A) in Nx. Let Nx he the closure of Nx-N2. Now

Nx DN2 is a torus T0. Suppose T0 is not essential in Nx. If Jrx(r0) —*■ irx(N)

is not monic, the usual argument shows that T0 bounds a solid torus Ñ0CNX.

But N0 does not contain Tx so Ñ0=* Nx. But then/*: itx(bM) —► ttx(Ñx) is not

monic which is impossible. If T0 is parallel to a component of bNx, T0 is

parallel to a component of bNx - (Tx U T2) so Ñx is homeomorphic to T x

[0, 1]. This is impossible since /: 9M —* Nx is not homotopic to a map into

bNx.

Thus we may assume that /: 9M —> Nx is not homotopic to a map fx : bM

—*NX such that fx(bM) n h(A) is empty.

After the usual argument, we may assume that 9M n /-1AC4) is the union

of a collection of disjoint, simple, essential loops Xx,.. ., Xm. It can be seen

that/: bM—*Nx is homotopic to a map fx : bM —»./Vx such that f\~lh(A) =

fxlh(cx) = f~lh(A). Now the restriction of fx to the closures of the compo-

nents of 9M- \J%X\ determines a collection of maps f¡: (A, bA)—* (Nx, Tx)

for / = 1, . . . , m and it can be seen that if f¡ is not essential for some / where
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1 < /' < m, /j : dM —> Nx is not essential for it will be homotopic to a map into

Tx. Thus by Theorem 2 there is an essential embedding hx : (A, dA) —*■ (Nx, Tx).

It has been shown above that if A(3.4) is contained in a single component

of dNx - dN, Nx admits an essential embedding of T.  This is a contradiction.

Thus/: dM —*■ Nx is homotopic to a map fx: dM—* dNx. This completes the

proof of Theorem 9.

Theorem 10. Let M and N be compact connected, irreducible, boundary

irreducible 3-manifolds. Suppose that dM is a torus and that M does not admit

an essential embedding of an annulus. //<&: ttx(M) —* irx(N) is an isomorphism,

there is a homeomorphism h of M onto N such that A* = $.

Proof.  By Theorem 9 there is a submanifold Nx of N and covering map

i/i: M—>NX such that $* = <E>: irx(M) —*■ nx(N). Thus ^* is an isomorphism

so ttx(Nx) —► Tix{N) and i//*: rrx{M) —► nx{Nx) axe isomorphisms and \p is an

embedding. Let N2 = d(N-Nx). It is a consequence of van Kampen's theorem

that itx(N) is the free product of irx{Nx) and nx{N2) with amalgamation over

itx(dNx) since Ttx(dNx) —> 7rj(A0 is monic.  It is a consequence of Lemma 4.2

in [2] that ttx(dNx) —>■ nx(N2) is an epimorphism. It follows from Lemma 1.1

in [3] that N2 is homeomorphic to T x [0, 1]. Theorem 10 follows.

Remark.   Let M he the space of the square knot and AT the space of the

granny. Then it is known that irx(M) = 7Tj(A0 but that M is not homeomorphic

to N so the requirement in Theorem 10 that M does not admit an essential em-

bedding of an annulus cannot be omitted.
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